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cantilevered from a membrane and attached to a conventional magnetic field sensor.
As the wires deflect in response to acoustic, airflow, or tactile excitation, the resul-
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The phenomenon of magnetostriction can be summarized as a coupling be-
tween a material’s magnetic and elastic states. This manifests as two primary re-
sponses: the direct effect where the sample strains as the magnetization changes,
and the reciprocal effect where the magnetization varies with mechanical stress. As
a result of these inherent properties, this class of materials is well suited for use
in both actuator and sensor devices across a wide variety of technical disciplines.
Although magnetostrictive alloys have been extensively researched, this dissertation
aims to expand the state of the art by focusing on the unconventional transduc-
tion mechanism of beam bending and investigating magnetostriction on the scale of
nanowires.
1.1.1 Background
Magnetostriction was first discovered in iron by Joule in 1842 [69], but the
low strain magnitude of only 20× 10−6 [58] initially limited its applications. Some
early telephone receivers and hydrophones [62] made use of magnetostrictive ma-
terials, but it wasn’t until the development of nickel sonar transducers in World
War II that magnetostriction became a common and heavily studied transduction
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mechanism. Clark [21, 116] led research on iron alloyed with rare earth elements to
create the giant magnetostrictive Terfenol-D, which can attain saturation strains of
up to 2000 × 10−6 and has become widespread in research, commercial, and naval
transducers.
Some of the most common applications include sonar devices, active vibration
control, and audio equipment, all of which take advantage of the large frequency
bandwidth and high power density of the material [26]. Other applications make use
of the small but precise displacements for positional control or automated machin-
ing [146]. Operating on the reciprocal effect, magnetostrictives make strong load
cells, pressure sensors, and accelerometers [42, 80].
A simplified overview of the behavior of magnetostrictive materials is as fol-
lows. The material is composed of multiple magnetic domains, each of which has
a uniform magnetization represented by the arrows in Figure 1.1. Their magnetic
strength and orientation are tied to electron spins at the scale of the molecular lat-
tice, details of which are expanded upon in the next section. When the sample is
unmagnetized, minimization of the internal energy is achieved when these domains
are equally distributed in the four directions of this simple square structure. If a
magnetic field is applied to the material, a minimum energy state is achieved when
the moments reorient into alignment with the direction of the field, resulting in an
increase in length. As the strength is increased eventually the sample will “satu-
rate,” corresponding to the formation of a single magnetic domain oriented with the
field, and no further length change is possible. As the field is cycled in the opposite
direction, the magnetization vector is inverted but the sample itself will exhibit the
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Figure 1.1: Simple cartoon of the magnetostrictive phenomenon. The
undeformed sample begins at zero magnetization (a), and as a magnetic
field is applied the magnetization becomes increasingly aligned (b) until
saturation is reached (c). Due to the magnetostriction, this process
induces a corresponding change in dimension.
same overall change in dimension. This creates the traditional “butterfly” curve
plotted in Figure 1.2, showing the strain produced by the sample at all values of
applied magnetic field.
The inverse phenomenon, known as the Villari effect, operates on the same
fundamental principle. If the material begins at saturation such as in Figure 1.3,
the application of a compressive stress will tend to orient the magnetization vectors
along the short axis of the sample, perpendicular to the initial configuration. As a
result, the magnetic domain structure changes and can be used as a measure of the
net applied load. A more rigorous presentation of these concepts is provided in the
next section.
Both the direct and reciprocal magnetostriction effects can be mathematically
modeled as a set of linear coupled expressions often known as the constitutive mag-
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Figure 1.2: Plot of strain versus field for a typical magnetostrictive sam-
ple, revealing the key features of saturation and positive strain resulting
from either field direction. Points (a)-(c) correspond to the states de-
picted in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.3: Simple cartoon of the sensing effect in magnetostrictive ma-
terials. Beginning with a magnetically saturated material (a), the appli-
cation of an increasing compressive stress will tend to orient the magne-
tization vectors perpendicular to the load (b) until all of the moments
are flat (c).
netostrictive equations or the piezomagnetic equations. While the inherent processes
are highly nonlinear, these equations provide a reasonable means of modeling the
coupling between the elastic and magnetic regimes over a limited range of small
changes in strain ε, stress σ, magnetic field H, and magnetic induction B. The





B = d∗33σ + µH, (1.2)
where E is the Young’s modulus, µ is the magnetic permeability, and d33 and d
∗
33
are the linearized coupling coefficients. In a material with zero coupling, these equa-
tions reduce to Hooke’s law for elastic materials and the fundamental magnetic law
B = µH. The constitutive equations capture the basic transduction mechanisms
described previously, where an increase in the field directly produces a strain pro-
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portional to d33, and conversely the application of a stress changes the magnetic
induction.
1.1.2 Origin of Magnetostriction
Magnetism is an inherent property at the atomic scale. The electron configu-
ration, consisting of both orbital motion and spin, is analogous to a small current
loop that creates an overall atomic magnetic dipole m [75, 7]. The magnetization
M̂ is the volume density of magnetic moments, and is often expressed normalized
to the saturation value M = M̂/Ms. The magnetization referred to throughout the
remainder of this dissertation is this normalized vector quantity, such that when
a material becomes saturated in a given direction, Mx = 1 for example, the value
in the other coordinates is zero. When a sample is demagnetized it has a purely
random distribution of magnetic moments that average to a zero magnetization in
all directions.
In materials that exhibit net magnetic moments there is a tendency for them
to locally align with an external field, a phenomenon known as paramagnetism.
When the field is removed, there is no coupling force acting to keep the moments
aligned and they return to a random configuration with zero magnetization. Mag-
netostriction is observed in a more select class of materials known as ferromagnets
(including ferrimagnets and antiferromagnets), which are so named due to iron be-
ing the archetype rather than being a necessary element in the composition. In
ferromagnetic alloys there is spontaneous magnetization in the absence of an exter-
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nal field, and conversely if a field is applied and then removed the sample will retain
some remanent magnetization. These effects are due to an exchange coupling caused
by the Weiss mean field [154, 75, 72] between nearby atomic moments that tends to
align adjacent dipoles in parallel. As a result, this exchange coupling will force some
volume of moments to align and create a domain of non-zero magnetization even
in the absence of an applied field. Although the exchange energy tries to enforce
all of the moments in a body to be parallel, there are competing energies that can
make this configuration unfavorable. In practice, neighboring moments align over a
short range of uniform magnetization known as a magnetic domain, and the entire
material is often broken up into several domains of random orientation separated by
distinct boundaries. Note that all ferromagnets revert to a pure paramagnetic state
above a certain temperature known as the Curie point, which can vary substantially
between materials but is typically several hundred ◦C for common magnetostrictive
alloys.
The magnetization curve of a ferromagnetic sample will generally take the
form of Figure 1.4, where at zero field there is still the remanent magnetization
and as field is increased this value grows until saturation is reached. Physically,
the increase in magnetization consists of two mechanisms, domain wall motion and
domain rotation. The former constitutes those domains that begin favorably aligned
with the field growing at the expense of the others, which has the apparent effect of
the domain walls moving within the material as depicted in Figure 1.5(b). Assuming
the presence of pinning sites associated with common material defects, domain wall
motion will eventually be inhibited. Figure 1.5(c) depicts that at higher levels of
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Figure 1.4: Representative plot of the magnetization versus applied field
for a ferromagnetic material, revealing the remanence at zero field that
occurs during cycling.
applied field the pinned domains themselves will begin to rotate into the preferred
direction. Domain wall motion is largely reversible, whereas domain rotation is
an irreversible process and the primary source of the hysteresis observed in these
materials, as shown in Figure 1.4 [31, 66, 32].
Ferromagnetic crystals generally have substantial anisotropy, which is the di-
rectional dependence of material properties. A primary source of this is the mag-
netocrystalline anisotropy, other key contributors include the magnetoelastic and
magnetostatic energy that are introduced as needed in the relevant sections of this
dissertation. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy represents the preference of the
magnetic moments to align with certain crystallographic directions in the lattice.
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Figure 1.5: Magnetization processes from an unmagnetized state (a)
generally consist of domain wall motion (b), where the favorable domain
grows as the walls appear to shift downward, and domain rotation (c),
where each domain tries to rotate into the preferred alignment.
The exact origin of this energy is believed to be the interaction between the magne-
tization of an atomic dipole and the electrostatic charge of the nearby ions. Because
the magnetization “sees” [75] the crystal lattice through the orbital motion of the
electrons, there will be particular orientations that are energetically favorable for the
overlapping wave functions. The result of this phenomenon is that a ferromagnetic
material will have “easy” and “hard” axes, and cubic crystals in particular will have
an additional “medium” direction. This simply implies that when magnetizing the
material, the processes of domain wall motion and domain rotation will be far easier
when trying to align them into a crystallographic easy axis rather than a hard axis.
Figure 1.6 depicts this effect graphically, where significantly more field needs to be
applied along the hard axis in order to saturate the material.
The critical process for magnetostriction is that the state of strain of the
material is dependent on the magnetization. The origin of this coupling is that a
9
Figure 1.6: Magnetization data from a nickel nanowire array highlighting
the difference between saturating the sample along the easy and hard
axes [97].
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change in the magnetic state causes the stable structure of the crystal to deform
away from the original lattice. As a consequence, there is a shift in inter-atomic
distances as the lattice deforms in order to reduce the anisotropy energy, resulting in
magnetostrictive strain. The reciprocal Villari effect is largely due to stress induced
anisotropy, where the forced elastic deformation of the crystal lattice causes the
magnetization to rotate into the nearest preferred configuration, directly altering
the net magnetization of the material that can be measured in sensor applications.
1.1.3 Iron-gallium Alloys
Magnetostrictive materials have historically been organized into two classes.
The first includes common elements such as iron, nickel, and cobalt, which while
possessing strong metallurgical properties have maximum magnetostrictive strains
on the order of 10×10−6. The second group is made up of the “giant” magnetostric-
tive materials such as Terfenol-D that exhibit up to 200 times the strain capability
but are incredibly brittle, with tensile strengths of only 28 MPa. For actuator and
sensor design, the material selection reduces to either using Terfenol-D in limited
uniaxial devices while under constant compressive loading or using a mechanically
tougher metal and substantially sacrificing transduction. Various alloys and addi-
tions have somewhat managed to bridge the gap between these extremes, but there
is still a clear niche for a magnetostrictive material that exhibits a compromise of
large magnetostriction and strong mechanical properties.
Iron-gallium alloys, known as Galfenol, were developed fairly recently by Clark
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et al. [25] to fill this void. Galfenol appears to hold substantial promise for use in
a variety of smart structure applications, and is currently the focus of extensive
research into the growth procedures [132], alloying additions [59, 23], deformation
processing [102], and enhancing anisotropy [115, 163]. Although the exact mecha-
nism of magnetostriction is still not fully understood in this material [159, 73, 74],
the behavior of the alloy across a wide spectrum of compositions has been charac-
terized in detail [7, 72, 22].
Crystallographically, Galfenol consists of b.c.c α-iron with a random substi-
tution of gallium atoms. Cullen and Wuttig [161, 30] have proposed a model that
suggests pairs of neighboring Ga atoms displace the lattice and create anisotropy
that leads to magnetostriction. As the probability of Ga-Ga pairs increases with
gallium content in the solid solution, the magnetostriction increases as shown in
the first peak of Figure 1.7. The data reveals that above 17 at. % Ga, the strain
output decreases due to the formation of a D03 phase that is highly ordered and
not as conducive to magnetostriction. This theory is supported by the increasing
complexity near 20 at. % Ga in the phase diagram of Figure 1.8, and the fact that
quenching samples from high temperature extends the magnetostrictive peak to 19
at. % Ga by locking in the disordered b.c.c. structure. More specific data relating
the formation of D03 to composition, heat treatment, and cooling rate have been
presented in the literature [85, 35]. Clark et al. [22] have explained the origin of the
second peak in Figure 1.7 as a drastic softening of the material that outpaces the
diminishing magneto-mechanical coupling.
The primary advantages of Galfenol are that it generates large magnetostric-
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Figure 1.7: Measured saturation magnetostriction versus composition
for a mix of slow cooled and quenched Galfenol samples. Quenching
appears to suppress the formation of the D03 phase and extend the first
peak closer to 20 at. % Ga. The second peak is likely due to a softening
of the crystal lattice [22].
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Figure 1.8: Phase diagram of the Fe-Ga binary system showing the mul-
titude of ordered structures that form above 20 at. % Ga [78, 91].
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tive strains up to 400 × 10−6 [27] while having a tensile strength of 500 MPa [71].
While these values have been observed in ideal single crystal samples, properties of
the same order are universal throughout polycrystalline samples [132] that are easier
and less expensive to fabricate. Other desirable metallurgical properties of iron-
gallium alloys are that they are machinable [147], weldable, partially ductile [71],
and can withstand shock loads [155]. In terms of utilizing Galfenol samples in de-
vices, they have the added benefits of saturating at relatively low magnetic fields,
displaying little temperature dependence, and having low hysteresis. These traits
allow for the use of smaller solenoids, expand the operational environment, and
decrease losses. Research on potential applications include torque sensors [107], gy-
roscopes [164], dynamic actuators [145], morphing plate mechanics [34], and MEMS
devices [63, 89].
The unique properties of iron-gallium alloys greatly expand the design possi-
bilities for magnetostrictive materials. This includes not only filling the operational
gaps of conventional transducer applications, but more importantly opening the
door for novel devices and implementations. The mechanical strength of the alloy
allows for structural members to be built entirely out of Galfenol, incorporating load
bearing, actuation, and sensing into a single component. Custom smart material
drivers can be created in arbitrary configurations through conventional machin-
ing and joining processes. The impact toughness and shock tolerance could be an
asset in underwater explosive applications where most active materials cannot be
used. Galfenol also provides a means of obtaining large magnetostriction in flexi-
ble thin films for an array of microscale transducers. With regards to this project,
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iron-gallium alloys present the possibility of harnessing magnetostriction in bending
beam structures that has been unattainable in previous materials research.
1.2 Biological Inspiration
1.2.1 Cilia Transduction in Nature
Cilia are organelles extending from cells in nearly all biological species, and are
primarily used as either motion sources or sensory devices. As sensors, these tiny
hair-like formations fill a wide variety of an organism’s detection needs, including
vibration and touch along the legs of insects [4, 10], hydrodynamic imaging via
the lateral lines of fish [29, 28, 19, 162] for tracking obstacles and prey, and acoustic
transduction in the cochlea of reptiles, birds, and mammals [48, 88, 153, 108]. Figure
1.9 shows some images of cilia from the inner ear.
The transduction mechanism of cilia has evolved to become a versatile and
efficient process. Mechanical deflection of the cilium opens an ion channel, inducing
a chemical potential that effectively stimulates the attached neuron as pictured in
Figure 1.10. The membrane to which the cilium is cantilevered has been found
to decouple beyond a certain point, allowing for the cilium to bend independently
once saturated [11]. While the dimensions of the cilia vary significantly with the
particular location and function, the diameters typically range from hundreds of
nanometers to tens of microns, with lengths of up to a millimeter.
A recent trend in sensor development is biomimetic design, where the well
adapted operation of biological constructs are mimicked at the engineering level.
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Figure 1.9: Images of the cilia from inner (left) and outer (right) hair
cells within the human cochlea [165].
Figure 1.10: Cartoon of a bending cilium that is attached to a neuron [20].
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Advances in MEMS fabrication techniques have greatly aided this approach, and
several researchers have begun fabricating artificial cilia devices for technological
solutions to challenging sensor problems [106, 148, 20, 46, 144]. These systems
currently focus on air flow measurements that could prove useful in micro air vehicle
control, but the foremost motivation for this research is mimicking the acoustic
transduction of cilia within the human cochlea [157] with the intention to deploy
sensors for underwater acoustic measurements.
1.2.2 Details of the Human Cochlea
The ear is composed of outer, middle, and inner sections as presented in Figure
1.11. The purpose of the outer ear is to focus sound waves onto the tympanic
membrane and amplify those frequencies in the human audible range (approximately
20 - 20000 Hz). The middle ear consists of three tiny bones that are responsible for
transferring sound waves into the inner ear. As the tympanic membrane vibrates,
the bones provide a mechanical advantage such that the pressure transmitted to the
oval window of the cochlea is 22 times greater than the pressure at the tympanic
membrane [15]. The middle ear also serves as an impedance match between the air
cavity of the outer ear and the fluid filled inner ear, minimizing reflections and data
loss.
The inner ear is composed of the vestibular system that controls balance and
the cochlea that transduces sound waves into brain impulses. A typical human
cochlea is a fluid filled chamber that is approximately 1 cm wide and 35 mm long [48]
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Figure 1.11: Schematic of the primary features of the human ear. The
outer ear canal focuses sound waves onto the tympanic membrane, which
are then amplified and matched to the impedance of the cochlea by the
middle ear. The cochlea itself consists of several fluid filled chambers
wherein the organ of Corti transduces sound into nerve signals [165].
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and coiled upon itself to reduce the total volume required to attain high frequency
resolution. Pressure waves enter from the vibrations of the oval window connected
to the middle ear, and induce acoustic waves in the perilymph fluid of the scala
vestibuli, the cochlea’s upper chamber. These waves propagate outward toward the
helicotrema opening at the end of the chamber, and then return within the scala
tympani, or lower chamber, until terminating at the round window [165].
The membrane that divides the scala vestibuli from the scala tympani is itself
a fluid filled chamber known as the scala media. Within this region is the organ of
Corti, an assembly of membranes, cilia, and cells that perform the actual coupling
between sound waves and electrical impulses. Figure 1.12 displays a cross-section
of this organ, which sits along the basilar membrane. The principal component
of interest are the clusters of cilia that sit atop hair cells and are tethered to the
tectorial membrane, as shown in Figure 1.13. As sound waves propagate in the
cochlea, the motion induces relative displacements between the basilar and tectorial
membrane that create a shearing force on the cilia as depicted in Figure 1.14. This
deflection triggers the neurons attached to each hair cell and transmits the impulses
to be interpreted by the brain.
In order to process frequency information, the location of the stimulated neu-
rons, rather than their firing rate, provides the most information. The spatial de-
pendence is made possible by the low pass filtering in the elastic vibrations of the
basilar membrane, which grows in width and decreases in mechanical stiffness from
the base to the end at the helicotrema. As a result, sound waves at different fre-
quencies excite motion over only a narrow region of the organ of Corti, with lower
20
Figure 1.12: Cross-sectional view of the human cochlea, revealing the
fluid filled chambers of the scalae vestibuli, media, and tympani. The
organ of Corti is composed of outer and inner hair cells sitting atop the
basilar membrane, each with a cluster of cilia tethered to the tectorial
membrane [165].
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Figure 1.13: Image of several dense clusters of cilia protruding from outer
hair cells [165].
Figure 1.14: Schematic of how motion of the basilar membrane in-
duces deflection in the cilia due to the attachment of the tectorial mem-
brane [165].
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Figure 1.15: Diagram of sound waves of different frequency attenuating
at various locations along the basilar membrane [165].
frequencies propagating further along the membrane as shown in Figure 1.15. This
function is evolutionarily rather young, as non-mammalian species have only a weak
cochlear attenuation [88].
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1.3 Galfenol Nanowire Sensors
1.3.1 Proposed Design
The overall motivation for this project is to develop a novel sensor device that
combines the universal applicability and sensitivity of cilia detection with the mag-
netostrictive transduction of Galfenol. It is proposed that Galfenol nanowires have
the unique capability of being mechanically flexible and robust while still displaying
appreciable coupling between the elastic and magnetic regimes. This research ex-
plores the operation and behavior of Galfenol nanowires in order to establish their
suitability for use in this role.
Based off of the typical cilia configuration found in nature, the nanowires will
have a large aspect ratio and be cantilevered from the sensor base. In this setup, they
can easily deflect in response to acoustic signals, fluid flow, ground vibration, tactile
loading, etc. The actual sensing mechanism relies on the iron-gallium alloy mechan-
ically withstanding large bending stresses caused by cantilever vibration, where the
stress induces a change in magnetization due to Villari effect magnetostriction. The
unique material properties of Galfenol allow for each nanowire beam to dually act
as the vibrating structural member and sensing material without the need for a
unimorph or bimorph design [127, 83, 34].
The general sensor design is sketched in Figure 1.16, where nanowires are
cantilevered from a substrate layer in a dense array. There are two broad concepts
for this sensor, the first of which calls for nanowires to be uniform to create a very
high mechanical quality factor Q that is precisely tuned to the resonance frequency
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of that beam geometry. This system would also likely perform ideally for fluid
flow measurement where the wire deflection maps directly to the velocity. The
alternate approach in Figure 1.16(b) would create a broadband device, taking greater
inspiration from the human cochlea. Here a membrane layer with varying width
and/or thickness would provide acoustic attenuation similar to that of the basilar
membrane and allow wires at different locations to measure distinct frequencies,
with the bandwidth being tailored by the chosen geometry of the nanowires and
membrane.
Due to the miniaturization of these beams, it is believed that the Galfenol
nanowire sensors can obtain a significant increase in sensitivity and resolution com-
pared to conventional devices. If, for example, a row of nanowires is excited by an
ultrasonic wave at 500 MHz in air, the nanowire spacing is small enough to sample
five discrete points in one wavelength [48]. When placed in a 2-d array, the complex
response of each oscillating beam provides data that can be used to recreate under-
water images with excellent pixel resolution [13]. Additionally, the flexibility and
sensitivity of these nanowires should allow for a measurable change in magnetiza-
tion from tactile forces down to the order of 1 nN. A serious challenge arises when
trying to measure the magnetization change from each of these beam elements. Not
only does the scale prevent traditional magnetic field measurement, but there is
a critical limit on the number of data input channels that would be available for
signal processing. Treating each nanowire as an individual sensor element would
have enormous wiring and data acquisition requirements as the array density can




Figure 1.16: Proposed designs for Galfenol nanowire sensors. Can-
tilevered wires act as cilia that deflect in response to excitation, and
the resultant change in magnetization can be detected with magnetic
field sensors. A high Q device would employ numerous wires of equal
dimension to be precisely tuned to a specific frequency (a), whereas a
broadband device could make use of the spatial attenuation properties
of the basilar membrane to measure a wide range of acoustic signals (b).
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problem the entire nanowire array can be attached to a single sensor, such as the
giant magnetoresistance (GMR) sensor shown in Figure 1.16, and the data from the
entire array collected at once. This approach will certainly increase the complexity
of deconvoluting the GMR voltage into a replicate of the excitation, but it allows
for a manageable number of wire leads and input channels.
The GMR sensor is tentatively selected as the primary measurement device
due to its position as the leading option for miniaturized magnetic field detection
in applications such as hard drive read heads [143], microfluidics [140], and en-
coders [123]. The operation of this sensor is roughly as follows. Two ferromagnetic
electrodes are separated by a thin layer of a nonmagnetic material, with common
materials including cobalt, permalloy, or nickel sandwiched around copper or alu-
minum oxide. One of the two layers has its magnetization fixed in a given direction
by an antiferromagnetic pinning layer and is invariant to an applied field. The
magnetization of the other layer is free to rotate in order to align with the orien-
tation of the external field, as demonstrated in Figure 1.17. Due to the electronic
structure of the materials the resistance felt by a current passed between the two
magnetic electrodes changes with the alignment of the magnetization vectors. This
relationship follows the first order approximation of R ∝ sin θ, where R is the resis-
tance and θ is the angle between the two ferromagnetic layers as depicted in Figure
1.17(b). When these magnetoresistance elements are wired in a Wheatstone bridge,
an output voltage develops in direct proportion to the external magnetic field. The





Figure 1.17: The construction of a GMR sensor consists of two ferro-
magnetic electrodes sandwiched around a nonmagnetic layer, with the
top electrode magnetically pinned due to the exchange coupling of the
antiferromagnetic layer (a). The sensor operates on the principle that
the electrical resistance of the structure varies with the angle between
the pinned and free magnetizations (b) [140].
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Figure 1.18: Plot of the voltage response of a typical GMR sensor from
NVE, Inc. to various magnetic fields in air [139].
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1.3.2 Nanowire Array Fabrication
Fabrication of nanowire arrays is typically done with a template method, where
wires are formed within the spaces of a host material [158, 150]. This method is
generally inexpensive and easy to carry out in bulk when compared to alternative
approaches that use different lithography techniques [87]. The basic premise is to
start with a porous template of alumina, electrochemically deposit the iron-gallium
alloy within the pores, and then remove the alumina matrix with select chemical
etchants. The properties of the wires can be specifically controlled via the pore
sizes in the original template, the deposition time, the applied voltage, and the
electrolyte solutions. The entirety of this process has thus far taken place in the lab
of our collaborator Dr. Stadler at the University of Minnesota, primarily by Patrick
McGary [97] with contributions from Liwen Tan [96].
The process begins by anodizing aluminum [92, 82] to produce porous tem-
plates into which the nanowires can be grown. There are many recipes for the
anodization procedure in the literature [93, 137, 65, 9], but the basic method con-
sists of exposing an aluminum film to an acidic solution in the presence of an applied
voltage. The pores that self assemble in a typical commercial batch of anodized alu-
minum oxide (AAO) have only short range order and diameters that often vary
significantly, as shown in Figure 1.19. For the purposes of the artificial cilia sensors,
it is preferable to have nanowires with more uniform size and spacing, reducing the
complexity of both the experimental characterization and the necessary modeling
assumptions. To this end, alumina is first indented with a nanoimprint formed from
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Figure 1.19: Micrograph of the self-assembled pores from a commercial
AAO template [130].
a nitride stamp made via lithography [96]. This initial conditioning helps force the
pores to form in the valleys that result from the stamping, which greatly improves
the long range order as shown in Figure 1.20.
The next step in readying the AAO templates is to remove the insulating
barrier layer present during anodization. After etching with phosphoric acid, a 30
nm copper film is sputtered onto the back side of the alumina matrix to provide a
counter electrode for use during deposition. A final step calls for dipping the sample
in 0.1 vol. % of Triton-X 100 to wet the pores, the application of which has been
found to greatly improve the fill rate of the pores during deposition [97].
Once the templates are prepared, electrochemical deposition of Galfenol is
performed. This technique has many variations [95, 103, 125, 109], but in this
work [41] positive metal ions are reduced within the pores from an aqueous solution
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Figure 1.20: AFM image of the nitride stamp used for imprinting (left)
and the resultant improvement in long range order (right) after stamp-
ing [130].
of 0.025 M gallium(III) sulfate, 0.01 M iron(II) sulfate, and 0.05 M sodium citrate
using static potentials of -1.25 to -1.375 V. The deposition of single elements proved
to be straightforward, but getting a binary composition to grow correctly required
characterizing the deposition rate versus the electric potential. A Hull cell was
employed (see Figure 1.21) where the current distribution varies spatially with the
distance between the electrodes. By depositing simple thin films of Galfenol with
this Hull cell and then analyzing the resultant stoichiometry with distance, the
optimum growth potential for the alloy could be determined.
The result of this process is an AAO matrix filled with cylindrical metal
nanowires that is subsequently etched away with chromic acid to reveal the can-
tilevered wire array used for testing. Handling of the array is performed by using
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Figure 1.21: Diagram of the Hull cell used to create a spatial distribution
of current density during electrochemical deposition [97].
tweezers to carefully grasp a small tag of copper foil that has been affixed to the
AAO and placing it where desired. In some cases the matrix is completely etched
away, so rather than wires being cantilevered they are entirely free and kept sus-
pended in isopropanol. In this case they are typically collected with an eye dropper
and deposited onto a silicon wafer or other substrate material, and are ready for use
once the alcohol evaporates.
The overall nanowire fabrication has been a parallel process [97] to the char-
acterization studies of this research, and as such many challenges have arisen along
the way and some intriguing features have resulted. In the interests of better un-
derstanding the nanowire manipulations and testing discussed in this dissertation,
a collection of images of various nanowire structures are presented in Figures 1.22
through 1.27.
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Figure 1.22: Image of numerous fragments of Galfenol nanowires clinging
to the edge of a silicon wafer.
Figure 1.23: Image of loose Galfenol nanowires clustered together on a
silicon wafer and coated in a polymer layer.
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Figure 1.24: Image of several cantilevered nanowire arrays in differ-
ent orientations, with a fair number of loosely scattered wires adhered
throughout.
Figure 1.25: Image of two nanowire arrays laying normal to each other,
both displaying excellent nanowire density and uniformity in length.
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Figure 1.26: Image of nanowires that naturally adhered to each other at
the tips to form conical structures. The large spheres are remnants of
the fabrication process.




The primary objective of this research is to investigate the hypothesis that
magnetostrictive iron-gallium nanowires can be used to mimic the transduction of
biological cilia in aeronautical and aerospace applications such as underwater acous-
tic sensors. The various steps taken toward this goal are organized as follows.
Before commencing studies on the Galfenol nanowires themselves, the trans-
duction mechanism of a magnetostrictive beam in pure bending must first be vali-
dated. Chapter 2 details the experimental procedure carried out on bulk Galfenol
beams that verifies the appreciable sensing response and confirms that this effect can
be measured with traditional techniques. In addition, the fundamental mechanism
of the bending behavior is explained and accurately simulated using a magneto-
mechanical model that is described in Chapter 3.
Another significant goal of this dissertation is to develop a means by which the
Galfenol nanowires can be observed and interacted with in order to allow for the di-
rect characterization of their properties. This task calls for becoming fully proficient
in several microscopy techniques and constructing an instrument with capabilities
for locating, grasping, and manipulating individual nanowires. Chapter 4 reviews
the highlights of this work and leads directly into the nanowire characterization.
In order to sufficiently understand the differences between the bulk Galfenol
alloy and the nanowire structures, several key mechanical properties are measured
in Chapter 5. Using the aforementioned nanomanipulator instrument, the elastic
modulus, ultimate tensile strength, and failure mode of individual nanowires are
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measured through a combination of quasi-static tensile testing and dynamic reso-
nance identification. Perhaps more important than the data itself, a key objective
of this work is to identify and correct sources of error in the testing procedure in
order to outline a straightforward experimental approach to nanowire mechanical
characterization that can easily be adopted in future studies.
An additional goal of this research is to adapt the analytical model of magne-
tostriction to accommodate for the unique scale of the Galfenol nanowires. Chapter
6 details the predicted nanowire magnetic domain structure and the various experi-
mental observations that validate this result. Chapter 7 focuses on the final research
objective of investigating the coupling between bending stress and magnetization in
the nanowire samples. This work covers the original experimental methodology used
to measure this transduction, makes recommendations for improving the proposed
nanowire sensor design, and enacts initial modifications. Future work suggestions
are specific to invoking additional changes to the system such that the operable use
of Galfenol nanowires as artificial cilia is firmly established.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Verification of Bending Magnetostriction
2.1 Overview
The critical assumption in using iron-gallium nanowires as artificial cilia is
that the magnetostrictive transduction is still observable when the material is loaded
in pure bending. Considering the volume of research done on magnetic materials
and their applications, there are very few studies that touch upon this configu-
ration [61, 119, 53, 156] due to it being mechanically impractical in conventional
magnetostrictives such as Terfenol-D. While the advantages of iron-gallium alloys
now make it feasible to load a sample into bending, the question remains of whether
or not there is an appreciable Villari effect response.
The primary concern stems from the stress distribution in a bent beam, where
according to continuum mechanics there are equal yet opposite axial stresses on the
top and bottom surface. This can be derived from Euler-Bernoulli beam theory [98],
where the bending moment is related to the displacement as




where M is the moment, w is the beam deflection, E is the elastic modulus, and I
is the area moment of inertia. The ∂
2w(x,t)
∂x2
term is often called the curvature of the
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In the ideal case of a cantilevered beam of length L with a force F applied at the
tip, the moment can be expressed as
M(x, t) = F (t) (x− L). (2.3)
Finally, assuming linear elastic material behavior, σ = εE, equations (2.1 - 2.3) can
be combined to write the beam stress distribution as
σ(x, z, t) =
F (t)
I(x)
(x− L) z, (2.4)
which is antisymmetric due to the dependence on z, as depicted in Figure 2.1.
Therefore, as the positive and negative stresses throughout the material sum to a
zero net stress for the bulk sample, a number of questions arise about the validity
of measuring any change in magnetic induction from a beam loaded in bending.
In the subsequent sections of this chapter this phenomenon is investigated
experimentally on a number of macroscale iron-gallium beams in a cantilevered
configuration, with the intent to verify that bending magnetostriction can result
in a non-zero transduction. The applicability of measuring the output using GMR
sensors, as in the proposed nanowire device, rather than the conventional pickup
coil is also studied. Results show that there is a significant change in magnetic
induction of the material due to bending stress, that the bending transduction tends
to follow known trends for iron-gallium alloys, and that the GMR sensors are capable
measurement devices when used in proper configurations.
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Figure 2.1: Antisymmetric axial stress distribution in a beam loaded in
pure bending due to tip load F (t).
2.2 Experiment
2.2.1 Proof of Concept Testing
Initial experiments are conducted for the purpose of verifying the existence
of sensing magnetostriction before progressing to a more thorough characterization.
The first sample studied is a thin plate of single crystal Fe79Ga21 with dimensions
of 7.2 mm x 2.1 mm x 0.3 mm, with a [100] texture along the length. Two small
brass cylinders 2 mm in diameter are placed in a vise and used to clamp one end
of the Galfenol plate, resulting in a cantilevered beam. Figure 2.2 shows this setup
prior to testing. In order to measure any change in magnetization of the sample,
a commercially available GMR sensor from NVE Corporation is placed behind the
brass clamps and level with the back of the beam. This sensor is a model AA002-02
powered with +5 V dc excitation, producing a linear sensing range up to 10 Oe with
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Figure 2.2: Photograph of the proof of concept experiment, showing the
Fe79Ga21 plate cantilevered by brass clamps, with a GMR sensor located
at the back for measuring the change in magnetization.
a sensitivity of 20 mV/Oe.
The simplest experiment consists of manually deflecting the beam tip and
measuring the GMR output. Figure 2.3 shows the result from four consecutive
downward loads on the beam, where the GMR detects a drop in magnetization due
to each bend, albeit with a very small magnitude, i.e. less than 0.03 Oe. The
weakness of this signal is due to the lack of an applied magnetic bias field, leaving
the material in its state of magnetic remanence, known to be quite small due to
the inherently low hysteresis in iron-gallium alloys. The second test attempts to
identify how the beam responds under the application of loads of varying strength.
Figure 2.4 reveals the GMR data from a set of alternating “weak” then “strong”
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deflections applied to the beam tip, again with no bias field. The magnetic signal
clearly distinguishes between the two loads, but the basic proof-of-concept nature
of these experiments prohibits quantitatively characterizing the magnitude of these
forces. There is a slight bump in the response of both of these figures approximately
one second after the loading is completed, but as it went unnoticed at the time of
the experiment it can only retrospectively be attributed to a minor repetitive error
during the procedure.
Experiments are repeated in the presence of a permanent magnet placed above
the beam, with the hope that beginning from a state closer to magnetic saturation
will enhance the amount of stress-induced domain rotation and provide a larger
amplitude output. The actual field from the permanent magnet will be far from
uniform along the length of the beam, but each test is performed with a -2.6 Oe
dc reading at the GMR sensor location. Similar to the previous trials, the beam
is first loaded with a series of unidirectional deflections. The results in Figure 2.5
reveal that the GMR data now measures an amplitude of 0.4 Oe, much larger than
that obtained in the absence of the bias field. As expected, the signal to noise ratio
has improved as well. Results from the final test conducted on this sample are
shown in Figure 2.6, where the beam is now excited with a manual sinusoidal-like
tip loading. The most important feature of this data is the revelation that bending
in both directions produces the same decrease in magnetization, resulting in a GMR
signal that appears as a rectified version of the beam motion. The small variation in
amplitude on alternating half-cycles is presumably due to a combination of unequal
loading and nonuniform bias conditions caused by the permanent magnet position.
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Figure 2.3: Magnetic field measured by the GMR sensor in response
to four consecutive downward loads applied manually to the tip of the
Galfenol beam.
Figure 2.4: Magnetic field measured by the GMR sensor in response to
alternating “weak” then “strong” loads.
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Figure 2.5: Beam response to tip loading with magnetic bias field. The
amplitude of the signal has increased by an order of magnitude.
Figure 2.6: GMR signal when the Galfenol is bent with a sinusoidal
tip load, revealing that the sample magnetization decreases uniformly
regardless of the direction of beam motion.
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2.2.2 Detailed Characterization of Galfenol Beam Bending
The initial proof of concept results were promising enough to warrant a more
thorough investigation into the magnetic response of bending Galfenol beams. Sev-
eral new samples were obtained, consisting of two single crystal rods grown with
the modified Bridgman technique from Ames Laboratory and two production grade
polycrystalline rods produced by the free stand zone melt method at Etrema Prod-
ucts, Inc. Each single crystal sample is extracted from the length of a [100] ingot,
while the machined polycrystalline materials maintain a [100] grain orientation over
only 44% of the cross section and have an average grain size of 630 µm. The specific
properties of these samples are listed in Table 2.1 below.
The experimental setup for these four samples is simply a more refined version
of the one used for the initial trials. New brass clamps were machined to fix the last
6.4 mm of each rod, creating a more reliable cantilevered configuration when placed
in the vise. To measure the magnetic response of the samples, an AA002-02 GMR
sensor is placed directly behind the rod centerline, attached to an optical positioning
stage that allows manual control of the z coordinate at the back of the beam. In
Table 2.1: Specifications of the Galfenol samples used in bending experiments.
Sample Crystallography Composition Dimensions
1 Single Fe84Ga16 1.58 mm diameter, 32.7 mm long
2 Single Fe79Ga21 1.58 mm diameter, 24.8 mm long
3 Poly Fe81.6Ga18.4 3.18 mm diameter, 57.3 mm long
4 Poly Fe80.5Ga19.5 3.18 mm diameter, 49.3 mm long
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addition, the GMR data is corroborated by the use of conventional pickup coils of 26
AWG (for the polycrystalline samples) and 34 AWG (for the single crystal samples)
wire wound directly on each sample centered at the midlength. A Walker Scientific
MF-5D integrating magnetic fluxmeter is used to convert the voltage V induced in
each coil into a magnetic induction value according to the equation




where A is the area enclosed by the coil and N represents the number of turns.
A picture of this setup is presented in Figure 2.7. Another solenoid 34.7 mm in
diameter and 33.6 mm long is placed surrounding the entire configuration and used
to provide dc magnetic fields to bias the rods with a field of up to 10 Oe. The
diameter of this solenoid is considered sufficient for a uniform field throughout the
range of beam motion. Some additional tests call for replacing the large solenoid with
cylindrical permanent magnets 25.4 mm in diameter in order to increase the strength
of the bias field beyond what can safely be generated with the coil. Mechanical
excitation is provided by a dynamic shaker attached to the tip of each beam, with a
load cell and accelerometer placed at the shaker armature in order to measure both
the input load and the beam motion. Due to the shaker armature being magnetically
driven, the stray magnetic field from the shaker corrupted the pickup coil and GMR
signals at higher drive levels. As a result, in many such cases the beam vibration
was manually excited with approximate sinusoidal loading.
With this setup in place, the first thing to investigate was what effect the
various compositions and crystal structures of the four samples had on the sensing
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Figure 2.7: Photograph of the experimental setup used to test the four
Galfenol rods. Not shown are the cylindrical magnets that would sur-
round the entire beam and the dynamic shaker typically mounted to the
beam tip.
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behavior. Each beam was driven with a 10 Hz signal to the shaker, with the load
applied varying with each sample in order to normalize the maximum stress at 85
MPa despite the different beam dimensions. The amplitude of magnetic induction
change measured with the pickup coils is plotted versus bias field in Figure 2.9.
These results agree with two known trends of the iron-gallium alloy. First, by
comparison with Figure 2.8, it is clear that sample #1 has the best composition for
maximizing magnetostrictive transduction, with sample #3 following closely behind
and the other two being worse off. The other notable trend [7] is that due to the large
variation in texture of the polycrystalline samples, they are outperformed in terms of
strain and sensitivity compared with single crystal materials. This combination leads
to the single crystal Fe84Ga16 sample being the optimum of the four with regards to
bending sensor performance, and as such this composition is used exclusively in all
subsequent macroscale tests.
Characterization of the GMR sensor voltage is done by direct comparison
with the pickup coil integrated magnetic induction signal. The data presented in
Figure 2.10 shows that qualitatively the GMR appears identical to the pickup coil,
including increasing with applied field and detecting the significant 60 Hz noise in
the data. The amplitude of the GMR measurements is over an order of magnitude
lower than the coil however, due primarily to measuring the stray field in the small
air gap between the back of the rod and the actual sensor element. As the pickup
coil wound directly on the sample provides a more accurate measurement of the net
internal magnetization in the rod, it will be relied upon for validating the magneto-
mechanical model presented in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.8: Measured magnetostriction (3/2λ100) versus gallium con-
tent [22], highlighting the compositions of the four samples used for
bending experiments (red are single crystal, blue are polycrystalline).
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Figure 2.9: Amplitude of magnetic induction change to a normalized
load of 85 MPa as measured with the pickup coil for each of the four





Figure 2.10: Measured induction with increasing dc bias from pickup
coil (a) and GMR sensor (b), showing that the signals are a match with
the exception of the amplitude, where the GMR output is over an order
of magnitude smaller due to its position at the rear of the sample.
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The other concern about using the GMR to measure the magnetic induction
is whether or not the specific placement of the sensor has an effect on the detected
signal. As the actual magnetoresistance elements are located on a thin layer of sil-
icon, it is conceivable that they may be more sensitive to the magnetization of the
particular beam plane that they are adjacent to. In most conventional magnetostric-
tive applications this would not be a concern, but because in this case the beam
stress (equation (2.4)) directly varies with the height coordinate z, it may prove to
be critical in the discussion of Galfenol beam bending. To this end, the GMR signal
in response to tip excitation with a 4.5 Oe bias is measured at five different heights
behind the beam: slightly above the top surface of the beam, below the top surface,
at the center, above the bottom surface, and slightly below the bottom surface (see
Figure 2.11). If the sensor detected the stress induced magnetization specifically
from each plane, one would expect maximum transduction near the top and bottom
surfaces and no significant output at the beam neutral axis. Instead, it is observed
in Figure 2.12 that an equivalent periodic signal is measured at each point, indi-
cating that what is being measured is the intended volume average induction for
the sample. The diminished amplitudes at the points above and below the actual
cross section of the rod indicate that less flux diverges out to these positions, and
the fact that they are unequal suggests that they are not equidistant from their re-
spective surfaces, which is easily possible due to experimental error. The additional
spikes in the one measurement were alleviated in all further tests by tightening the
beam-shaker connection, but unfortunately this data was not recollected.
Another approach to this is to look at the effect of bending the beam in
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Figure 2.11: Diagram of the five different planes at which the GMR data
was measured.
Figure 2.12: Measured data from the GMR sensor at the five positions
behind the beam, showing a decrease in signal only when the sensor is
placed outside of the cross section of the rod.
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different directions. The previous experiment bent the beam in the vertical plane,
but considering the circular cross section of the sample it could just as easily be bent
in any direction. The advantage this simple test provides is that by deflecting the
rod perpendicular to its original orientation the stresses now arise along the sides of
the beam rather than on the top and bottom. If there is still any chance that the
GMR measurement is weighted heavily toward the local stress effects, this loading
configuration should look dramatically different. Fortunately, the data in Figure 2.13
reveals this not to be the case, as bending in different directions produces the same
GMR signal and strongly corroborates the previous data that the measurement is
the volumetric average of magnetic induction. The significance of this result is that
for use in applications such as the proposed nanowire sensor devices, GMR sensors
can detect the net induction from an active material regardless of exact position or
excitation direction.
With a thorough understanding of the sensing mechanism, some final data is
collected from the vibrating Fe84Ga16 rod that more accurately characterizes the
response first observed in the initial thin plate samples of Figure 2.6. The result of
primary interest is that with a surrounding permanent magnet providing a bias field
of 67 Oe, a 4 N force applied manually to the beam causes a very large magnetic
induction change of 0.3 T, as measured by the pickup coil. Figure 2.14 shows
that this signal also still appears as a rectified sinusoid, a phenomenon more fully
discussed in Section 2.3.
Early results, like those in Figure 2.9, suggested an increase in magnetic output
with stronger bias fields. The use of permanent magnets allows for much larger
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Figure 2.13: Measured GMR response to bending the beam in different
directions relative to the sensor plane.
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Figure 2.14: Experimental 0.3 T variation in magnetic induction mea-
sured with a pickup coil of the single crystal Fe84Ga16 beam with a 67
Oe bias field subjected to manual sinusoidal-like force input of 4 N.
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Figure 2.15: Measured change in magnetic induction from the Galfenol
beam in the presence of 22 Oe (top) and 89 Oe (bottom) of magnetic
bias field. While there is some minor variation in amplitude due to
discrepancies in the manual loading, the sample behaves consistently
across this large range of fields simplifying potential sensor design.
bias fields to be generated than was practical with the solenoid. Results in Figure
2.15 reveal that there is very little variation in measured induction for bias fields
ranging from approximately 20 - 90 Oe. The very low bias fields used during the
initial testing were clearly insufficient to saturate the sample, but once saturation is
reached the beam behaves rather consistently. This result bodes well for deploying
Galfenol beams as robust bending sensors because it implies moderate perturbations
in applied field will not be detrimental to the signal quality, eliminating one possible
design constraint.
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2.2.3 Testing of Rolled Galfenol Sheet
A large volume of Galfenol research focuses on deformation processing to op-
timize and control specific magnetic and metallurgical properties. Much of this has
dealt specifically with hot rolling Galfenol sheets [102] for the purpose of generat-
ing thin laminae of active material that can be used in both actuator and sensor
applications. The material that results from the hot rolling procedure typically has
a very large aspect ratio and excellent flexibility, and therefore was tested in a sim-
ilar manner to the Galfenol rods in order to further the understanding of not only
the beam bending magnetostriction but also the behavior of the rolled material in
general.
The sheet originated as a polycrystalline Fe81.3Ga18.7 button that was doped
with the addition of 2 at.% molybdenum to facilitate ductility and grain boundary
cohesion throughout the rolling process. Succesive passes in the mill were conducted
from 900 ◦C down to 600 ◦C, resulting in a sheet that is 216 mm long, 29.2 mm
wide, and 0.18 mm thick. The beam was clamped in a vise and placed on its
edge to prevent it from sagging under its own weight. The AA002-02 GMR sensor
was once again positioned at the base of the material, and an accelerometer was
attached to one face of the beam at the middle of the free length, as shown in Figure
2.16. The first resonance frequency of this beam was experimentally measured to be
only 3.1 Hz. Excitation was provided by plucking the sample and measuring both
the transient vibration and the fluctuating magnetic field caused by the changing
magnetic induction.
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Figure 2.16: Photograph of the 0.18-mm thick rolled polycrystalline
sheet that has been cantilevered in a vise for dynamic testing. The
GMR sensor at the base measures changes in magnetization and the
accelerometer records the beam motion.
Results from this test are plotted in Figure 2.17. The top graph shows beam
displacement (from integrating the accelerometer signal twice) and magnetic field
change from the GMR. Note that as both signals damp out the magnetic field
remains at twice the frequency of vibration, in agreement with the previous exper-
iments. The bottom graph depicts the Fourier transform of each signal, where the
GMR data is primarily at 6.2 Hz but does contain some component of the natural
frequency of 3.1 Hz. This is most likely due to the fact that the GMR sensor will
inherently measure some magnetic field change attributed solely to the motion of
the magnetic material in front of it. The earlier results from the Galfenol rods do
not exhibit this phenomenon because the stiffer beams had much lower amplitudes
of vibration and the amplitude of the bending induced signal was improved due to
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Figure 2.17: Measured time signals from the accelerometer and GMR
(top) in response to plucking the the rolled Galfenol beam. The Fourier
transform of these signals (bottom) shows that while the magnetization
still appears predominately at twice the frequency of beam vibration,
there is some purely motional component as well.
the application of a magnetic bias field.
There are a few key points to take away from this data. The first is that the
as-rolled material maintains a useful level of magnetostriction, despite the lack of
optimization via atmospheric annealing and further additives that have since been
discovered. This offers strong potential for using rolled sheets in applications ranging
from single thin film sensors up to bulk structures produced by joining multiple
laminae. The second thing to note is that the presence of multiple harmonics in
the GMR output must be considered in the structural design and signal processing
algorithms of the nanowire sensors.
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2.3 Discussion
The origin of the magnetic induction change occurring at twice the frequency of
excitation is best explained by looking at the schematic in Figure 2.18. This diagram
shows that when the material starts in an axially magnetized state and is subjected
to pure bending loads, the tensile side of the beam has an insignificant effect on
the magnetization as the moments are already aligned in the preferred direction.
In contrast, the compressive stresses want to orient the moments perpendicular
to the beam axis, and as such can cause a full 90◦ of rotation resulting in a net
decrease in sample magnetization. Because the compressive loads peak during each
half cycle of beam oscillation, the magnetic signal appears as the rectified sinusoid
observed in the data. This fundamental result supports using the magnetostrictive
sensing properties of Galfenol in bending applications despite the antisymmetric
stress distribution.
Some additional results can be explained by examining the curves in Figure
2.19. This data [7] shows that when a modest bias field is applied to the material it
easily reaches its magnetic saturation, but that the application of compressive stress
shears the curves downward, reducing the magnetization and requiring additional
field H in order to return to saturation. While the data does not explicitly show
the effect of tensile stress it is known to cause the opposite shift, namely forcing
the curves upwards until they reach the theoretical limit of a horizontal line at
saturation across all positive fields. The close proximity of the unstressed condition
to this limiting state clearly demonstrates how the tensile stresses will have only a
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trivial effect on the magnetization.
The implications for this with regards to corroborating the data are as follows.
First, it is clear from the magnetic softness of the material that small increases in
applied bias field will greatly improve the initial magnetization, and therefore the
magnitude of the drop in B when stress is applied, reaching a maximum when
the material has been saturated. This explains the increasing effect that small
bias fields had on the sensing response in Figure 2.9. In addition, once saturation
is reached at approximately 15 Oe, additional field has no dramatic effect on the
initial unstressed state, in agreement with the observation in Figure 2.15. Finally,
the magnetic induction curves in Figure 2.19 also reveal that while achieving a stress-
induced decrease in B is not dependent on field, the actual compressive stress that
causes the maximum drop certainly is. For example, with an applied field of 100 Oe,
the magnetic induction is essentially unaffected by stresses up to 30 MPa, but above
30 MPa it changes sharply. With a field of only 20 Oe however, the first 15 MPa of
compression cause a larger drop in induction than any higher increment. Therefore,
this suggests that while the beam magnetization is most sensitive to only a narrow
range of stresses depending upon the applied field, so long as these stress levels
occur somewhere in the beam (recall the spatial variation in equation (2.4)) then
a consistent magnetic induction measurement will occur. This verifies the critical
assumption that the GMR sensors detect the volume average of magnetization rather
than only local fluctuations. This concept will be expanded upon further using the
analytical model developed in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.18: Schematic of the sensing mechanism in bending magne-
tostrictive materials.
Figure 2.19: Experimental induction vs. field curves for single crystal
Fe84Ga16 with increasing compressive stress [7].
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Chapter 3
Magneto-mechanical Modeling of Bending Behavior
3.1 Modeling Introduction
This chapter outlines the development of a coupled magneto-mechanical model
that can simulate the sensing behavior of magnetostrictive beams subjected to var-
ious magnetic fields and bending loads. The purpose of this model is to have a
means of verifying the experimental data and predicting the output from arbitrary
structures. One critical goal of the model is to accurately capture the rectified mag-
netic induction response of the beam in bending, and to do so in a manner that
extends naturally from existing magnetostriction models that have been presented
in the literature.
The most straightforward approach relies on the constitutive piezomagnetic
expressions coupling stress and strain to the magnetic field and induction. While
these equations are inherently limited to narrow regions of linear transduction, the
nonlinear magnetostriction can be simulated with the use non-constant coefficients
and several simplifying assumptions. Although this technique works quite well, it is
entirely empirical and lacks the elegance and flexibility of a more thorough nonlinear
model.
A number of advanced approaches have been taken in the past for simulating
the magnetoelastic effects in magnetostrictive alloys. As Terfenol-D was the primary
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material of interest, these models generally focused on accurately capturing the one-
dimensional actuation strain and the significant hysteretic losses. Perhaps the most
widely regarded of these is the Jiles-Atherton model [66, 67, 68], which considers
magnetization processes through both reversible domain rotation and irreversible
domain wall motion pinned by defect sites. The coupling with stress is incorporated
via a magnetic field component that depends on magnetoelastic interactions, Hσ,
that is added to the effective field He. One potential advantage of using this model
for iron-gallium alloys is that the hysteresis can be reasonably ignored, which re-
duces the complexity and computation time by focusing solely on the anhysteretic
magnetization Man = Ms (coth (He/a)− a/He) described by the Langevin function
of the effective field and an empirical constant a. Even with this simplification, the
model still needs to be solved iteratively, models magnetostriction phenomenolog-
ically, and is inherently limited to one dimension. Dapino [32, 33] advanced the
model by including the dynamics of the active material, but the above limitations
still hold.
An energy based method for modeling smart materials was developed by
Smith [128, 129] that applies Boltzmann statistics to the Gibbs free energy to
construct a hysteresis kernel. One of the most prominent characteristics of this
approach is that it is universally applicable to any hysteretic ferroic material typi-
cally used in smart structures because of the analogous energy expressions for the
magnetic and electric regimes. While this model has the same overall drawbacks as
the Jiles-Atherton method, its inclusion of stress effects by the simple addition of
an appropriate energy term is a preferred feature.
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The most appropriate energy model for capturing the unique behavior of iron-
gallium alloys appears to be the Armstrong method [5]. It was originally conceived
for modeling Terfenol-D, but its suitability for simulating Galfenol actuation perfor-
mance became readily apparent over the past few years [115, 101, 47]. The model
sums energy terms for the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, magnetoelastic coupling,
and externally applied field, the minimization of which gives the probability of the
magnetization aligning in any given direction. By performing a weighted summa-
tion over the volume, this model provides the average bulk property of the sample.
The largest advantages of this method are that it (1) accounts for crystallographic
effects; (2) is formulated in three dimensions; and (3) is computationally straight-
forward. Recent extensions [7] have further improved upon the model by modifying
the original energy terms to more accurately capture the physics of the material.
Regardless of the model used to calculate the magnetization, the stress variable
needs to reflect that the Galfenol samples in this application are bending beams
rather than axial rods. Because the bending sensor operation makes use of well
defined beams that exhibit linear elastic deformations, the Euler-Bernoulli beam
equation provides a direct means of calculating the mechanical loads in the sample
in both static and dynamic applications. Therefore, the overall model relies on beam
theory to determine the stress distribution throughout the material and inputs that
value as a parameter in the Armstrong magnetization model, the result of which is
converted into the bulk magnetic induction change. This in turn is comparable with
experiment for model validation.
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3.2 Beam Mechanics
The vibration of bending beams is mathematically represented by a fourth
order partial differential equation with respect to the transverse deflection w(x, t).
The most common model, known as the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, involves the
critical assumption that planes normal to the neutral axis remain straight and nor-
mal during the deformation. As a result, the rotation of a differential beam element
is considered negligible compared to the vertical translation and the shear deforma-
tion is ignored. These assumptions are particularly valid for thin beams with an
aspect ratio of greater than 10, suitable for both the bulk samples in Chapter 2 as
well as the Galfenol nanowires.
The Euler-Bernoulli equation can be derived by a simple force balance per-
formed on an arbitrary differential beam element of length dx such as that sketched
in Figure 3.1. The inertial force m ∂2w/∂t2 must be balanced by the tension T ,
shear S, moment M , and distributed loading f(x, t). The summation is
∑
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) = 0. (3.4)
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Substituting equations (3.5)-(3.6) into equation (3.4) yields the standard form of

















This equation can alternatively be derived via an energy method such as Hamilton’s




















Setting the variation of the Lagrangian Le = Tke−Vpe equal to zero and integrating
by parts yields the correct differential equation (3.7) with the boundary conditions
properly included.
The resultant expression is a separable partial differential equation of the
fourth order that can be solved by assuming a response w(x, t) = W (x)Y (t). Solving
the spatial equation for W (x) requires four known boundary conditions, typically
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Figure 3.1: Free body diagram of a beam element in pure bending.
chosen from a list of known entities including fixed, free, pinned, and spring sup-
ported ends [98]. The result is a characteristic equation for that particular beam
configuration that represents the shape of the deflected beam. Section 5.3 provides
a thorough analysis of this procedure for a cantilevered beam.
The amplitude of vibration takes the form of this shape function modulated by
the periodic signal Y (t) that is dependent on the forcing function. For comparison
with the experimental data in Chapter 2, the beam is considered cantilevered with
an applied tip load of F (t) that is input directly from the measured load cell data.
This results in a total beam deflection and curvature of
w(x, t) = F (t)/2 (sin(px)− sinh(px)− C ′ (cos(px)− cosh(px)), (3.10)





where p = (mω2/EI)1/4. With the assumption of linear elastic behavior, the bending
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stress in the material can be written with the modified Hooke’s Law presented in
equation (1.1),
σ = E(ε− d33H0), (3.13)
assuming a constant applied bias field H0. Mechanics of materials relates the strain
in a bending beam with the curvature as ε = w′′(x, t) z, yielding the total stress
distribution throughout the material:
σ(x, z, t) = E(
∂2w(x, t)
∂x2
z − d33H0). (3.14)
These values of stress are used as an input variable to the magnetic coupling
models discussed in the following sections. It is noted that in many cases magne-
tostrictives require bi-directional coupling [101] in the model, iterating the effects
of the stress on the field and vice versa. Due to having a free end condition how-
ever, the beam is able to extend as field and stress fluctuate and no internal stresses
are developed due to a blocked condition. As such, the errors due to using only
uni-directional coupling are minimized.
3.3 Constitutive Model
3.3.1 Implementation
The most direct way of modeling the magneto-mechanical coupling is with the
linear constitutive piezomagnetic equations, which have the drawback of being valid
only over small operating ranges of applied field or stress. Specifically, equation
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(1.2) is rewritten here for the magnetic induction B,
B = d∗33σ + µH, (3.15)
which is the sum of the magnetic effects of the material permeability µ multiplied by
the magnetic field H and the stress coupling via the coefficient d∗33. As mentioned
in the motivation for the macroscale experiments, it is the product of this constant
and the antisymmetric stress that caused the original doubts about the validity of
a bending mode sensor. As such, the performance of this model hinges entirely on
the formulation of the d∗33 coefficient. Early experimental evidence [8] revealed that
this sensitivity parameter does in fact vary substantially as a function of both stress
and field, as shown in Figure 3.2. Incorporating these effects with a non-constant
d∗33(σ,H) coefficient in equation (3.15) better captures the physics of the problem
and produces the anticipated non-zero output.
Implementing this requires fitting a high order polynomial PH to each data
curve presented in Figure 3.2, focusing on the peak range of -6 to -100 MPa. Above
and below this range, the apparent asymptotic value of 2 T/GPa from beyond -100
MPa is assumed. Given a magnetic bias field between the experimental limits of 22
and 111 Oe, the d∗33(σ,H0) curve for an arbitrary field is generated by the linearly
weighted combination of the two bounding reference polynomials. For example, if








With this resultant function, the coupling coefficient can be interpolated at any field
and stress combination.
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Figure 3.2: Experimentally measured dependence of the sensing coupling
coefficient d∗33 on compressive stress and magnetic bias field [8].
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The model operates by identifying the d∗33 for each point in the stress distribu-
tion σ(x, z, t), then substituting both of these terms into equation (3.15). The result
is the magnetic induction B(x, z, t) at each point within the material. From the ex-
periments in Chapter 2 it was theorized that both the pickup coil and the GMR
sensor were measuring only a time dependent signal B(t) from the net average of the
induction throughout the sample. Therefore, the mean value of induction is com-











(d/2)2 − z2 B(x, z, t) dz dx. (3.17)
3.3.2 Acquisition of Tensile Data
The d∗33 data used for interpolation was originally limited to compressive
stresses, as it was collected from existing test fixtures that were intended for this
traditional magnetostrictive operating regime. Experience strongly suggests that
the coupling coefficient is quite small over the tensile range, and that the presumed
2 T/GPa value used across the board is reasonable, but in order to be thorough this
data was experimentally collected in tension as well.
The experiments were performed on an Etrema Products, Inc. production
grade polycrystalline dogbone of Fe81.6Ga18.4, with a gage area 6.35 mm in diameter
and 25.4 mm long. The ends were threaded for convenient loading in the custom
housing apparatus that had been previously constructed for tensile testing in the
MTS machine. A solenoid that had been calibrated to produce axial field at 300
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Oe/A surrounded the entire structure. The measured data included applied force
from the load cell in the MTS system, strain from a gage placed directly on the side
of the sample, and induction from a pickup coil wound around the rod. In each test,
the specimen was loaded in tension with a prescribed strain rate of 0.0035 mm/s
that ramped to a limit of 0.07 mm and back down. During testing, the solenoid was
used to provide magnetic bias fields to the rod between 0 and 39 Oe dc.
A resultant plot of induction vs. the applied stress at different levels of bias
is presented in Figure 3.3. There are several key features of note. The primary
observation is that the effect of tensile stress is greatly diminished as even low to
moderate magnetic fields are applied. This agrees with the understanding of the
material behavior, as the applied field and the tensile stresses both act to align the
magnetic moments axially along the rod, leaving little for the stress to do when
the sample begins near saturation. A more interesting characteristic is that the
first increment of field at 4.5 Oe actually improves upon the zero field condition
before decreasing at 9 Oe and above. A likely explanation for this is that with
both the stress and field magnitudes being rather low, the small amount of field
actually helps the stress to rotate any moments that were otherwise trapped at
pinning sites, which should be quite numerous as defects and grain boundaries are
plentiful in polycrystalline samples. It is only closer to saturation that the two
energies become redundant rather than additive.
Each set of data also appeared very hysteretic, especially for a Galfenol alloy.
Some of these losses can be attributed to the aforementioned polycrystallinity, but
the largest sources are probably the threaded sample attachment and the magnetic
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Figure 3.3: Measured magnetic induction vs. tensile stress with increas-
ing magnetic field for the polycrystalline Fe81.6Ga18.4 dogbone. Results
follow the expected trends, as small tensile stresses increase B but the
effect quickly drops off as stronger fields are applied.
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circuit. The last unexpected trend is that after peaking, the magnetic induction
measured from the 0 and 4.5 Oe cases actually decreases. Conceptually, once the
moments are aligned axially it is difficult to picture additional tensile stresses rotat-
ing them out of this configuration. It is conjectured that this can be linked to the
poor grain alignment in the production grade rods, which on average have only 44%
of the grains in the desired [100] texture. Drawing any specific conclusions about
the origin of this phenomenon would require additional dedicated testing.
Using this B vs. σ data requires fitting an anhysteretic curve to the induction
and differentiating with regards to stress to yield the desired d∗33 coefficient. This
is done at each level of applied bias field to generate a set of reference polynomials
just as was done with the compression data. The two sets of data are combined
to generate plots of the variation in sensitivity with stress at any applied magnetic
field, as demonstrated in Figure 3.4. The far greater amplitude of d∗33 in compression
rather than tension confirms how the compressive side of the beam dominates the
sensing response as first observed in the macroscale proof of concept experiments.
A final interesting result from this tensile characterization was the stress vs.
strain data with no applied field plotted in Figure 3.5. The overlapping minor
loops nicely show the hysteresis losses that accrue when moving from the loading
(upper) and unloading (lower) lines. This data also is a good example of the delta-E
effect common in mechanical loading of magnetostrictive alloys. There is a distinct
decrease in slope in the loading curve over the range of 6 - 12 MPa that occurs
due to softening by magnetoelastic strain. This phenomena is a useful property
of magnetostrictive materials that offers potential for unique actuator and sensor
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Figure 3.4: Interpolative curve of d∗33 at 22 Oe fit to both the compression
and tension data. The coefficient, and thus the bending stress sensitivity,
is heavily weighted to the compressive side of the beam.
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Figure 3.5: Stress vs. strain minor loops from the dogbone sample loaded
and unloaded in tension with ramp functions of increasing strength.
These loops show the delta-E effect as the slope of the upper loading




With the coupling coefficient explicitly defined at all values of stress and field,
the magnetic induction of the beam is calculated with equations (3.14), (3.15), and
(3.17). The response to a sinusoidal input load is plotted in Figure 3.6, where the
modeled magnetic induction accurately captures the rectified behavior expected.
The amplitude of the response is of the appropriate magnitude as anticipated from
the experimental results, which made use of manual loading that approached 4 N
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Figure 3.6: Constitutive model induction response to a 4 N sinusoidal
force at the beam tip.
according to the attached load cell.
Another characteristic of the data that the model verifies is the minor variation
in B with increasing bias field, as discussed in Section 2.3. The key assumption was
that although the actual stress level that causes the primary change in B varies with
applied field, so long as this combination occurs somewhere in the beam then the
average induction measurement will be reasonably consistent. Essentially, the region
within the sample that has the maximum d∗33 will be a surface of equal stress that
shifts during the beam deformation. Figure 3.7 shows the model prediction for these
different surfaces (projected in two dimensions) throughout the beam, revealing that
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the bias field and the stress affect the distribution of B more than the maximum
value.
A ramification of this is that once the beam deformation is large enough to
induce a significant stress, the amplitude of the induction response is no longer di-
rectly comparable to the strength of the input. Instead, for a given bias field H0,
additional load will only make the reduction in B sharper, as the full effect is felt
before the peak in the sinusoidal stress, as demonstrated in Figure 3.8. In fact,
at some point increasing stress becomes detrimental and the induction increases
slightly, due to the optimum plane of sensitivity being pushed to the bounds of the
material and the minor contributions of tension. Figure 3.9 shows a related conse-
quence, that a beam with a low bias field will undergo the same stress distribution
but have a stronger induction response than a beam with a higher applied field, but
this manifests in the sharpness of the response more than in the amplitude. This
correlates well with the data originally presented in Figure 2.15.
The model also works quite well when given the imperfect forcing function
from the actual data. Figure 3.10 shows the experimental induction measured from
sample #1 of Table 2.1 overlaid with the prediction of the constitutive model. There
clearly is a strong correlation, and the most important aspects are well captured.












which is computed to be 9.7% between the constitutive model and the experiment.
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Figure 3.7: Simulation of the magnetic induction distribution in the
x/z plane within beams with various bias field and loading conditions.
Higher loads push the surface of maximum (negative) induction down-
ward to the center of the beam and outward to the right, but the red
color representative of the greatest magnitude does not get appreciably
darker. Increasing the magnetic bias field simply changes the value of
compression that creates the largest drop in B, shifting the surface up
and to the left. Although the higher load plots in general have a thinner
red area, they are weighted more heavily due to being much closer to
the center of the beam where the width is maximum.
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Figure 3.8: Simulated magnetic induction response to a 2 Hz sinusoidal
force of increasing amplitude. The change in B grows quickly with higher
force until the amount of stress generated is sufficient to envelope the
peak in the d∗33 coefficient. From that point on, additional load widens
the induction well but has little effect on the magnitude. Eventually the
center begins to increase again due to the less optimal position of the
maximum B surface and the minor contributions of tension.
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Figure 3.9: Predicted magnetic induction response of a sinusoidal bend-
ing beam with different bias fields applied, revealing similar magnitudes
but wider B wells for the lower bias state, similar to the data observed
in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of the constitutive model using the experimen-
tal force input and the measured induction data from Figure 2.14.
This value is reasonably large given how well the model mimicks the dominant
features of the data, but clearly the less than perfect matches along the minima
quickly add up. Nonetheless, the model appears to serve its primary purposes
of verifying the conclusions drawn from the raw data and providing a means of
predicting results.
The reason that this model works as well as it does relying on the constitutive
magnetostriction equations is of course the non-constant d∗33 coefficient. Because the
variation of this parameter with stress and field was taken directly from the data,
it easily overcomes the traditional weaknesses of the linear equations and matches
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the experiments well. This inherently limits the model however, to samples from
which this data is readily provided. While most material models rely to some degree
on experimental values, there is a large advantage to having these parameters be
few in number and universal in availability. Unfortunately, neither d∗33 nor the B
vs. σ curves from which it is derived are standard data for magnetostrictive alloys,
which typically would be λ vs. H and B vs. H curves taken under conditions of no
external stress.
3.4 Energy Model
The motivation for switching to an energy based model is primarily the greater
flexibility. The constitutive model is limited to specific compositions previously char-
acterized, does not accept conventional material parameters, is clunky due to the
need for multiple interpolative curves, poorly handles the near-zero field range, and
certainly cannot be expected to work well for Galfenol nanowires. The nonlinear
energy based approach should not only be easier to implement, but also adapt-
able enough to properly model any magnetostrictive bending beam down to the
nanoscale.
3.4.1 Included Terms
The Armstrong model was originally constructed as the sum of the magnetic
field, magnetocrystalline, and magnetoelastic energies [5]. The total free energy can
be used to calculate the energy cost associated with a magnetization vector pointing
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in any direction, and the minimization of this energy yields the magnetization profile
for an arbitrary body. This modeling approach, often with additional terms, has
been used for analyzing magnetic domain structures [75, 31] for many decades; the
specific application to bending Galfenol beams is discussed below.
The magnetic energy, sometimes known as the Zeeman energy, is the energy
associated with a magnetic moment oriented in an external field. Physically, this
energy is minimal (maximally negative by convention) when the moment and the
field are parallel and zero when they are perpendicular. Mathematically this is
typically written as
EH = −µ0 M ·H = −µ0 Ms H α1, (3.19)
where EH is the magnetic energy, µ0 is the permeability of free space, and M and
H are the magnetization and magnetic field vectors, respectively. In the simple case
where the applied field is parallel to the beam axis, this reduces to the scalar ex-
pression relating saturation magnetization Ms, field magnitude H, and the direction
cosine of the magnetization relative to the beam axis α1.
Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy represents the tendency for magnetic
moments to align along certain crystallographic directions in the lattice. In cubic
Galfenol, the preferred “easy” axes are < 100 >, while the < 110 > are “medium”
and the < 111 > are “hard”. The anisotropy arises from the excess energy required
to align the moments in the undesirable hard axes, and traditionally is written as


















3) + . . . (3.20)
for cubic crystals, where Ean is the anisotropy energy, the K’s are material and
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temperature dependent anisotropy constants, and the α’s are again the direction







3), but the equivalence of the terms can easily be shown [75]. The
form of this expression varies for other crystal structures, with the general result
being that lattices of low symmetry have high magnetocrystalline anisotropy, and
vice versa [75]. For the case of beam bending, the K0 term is dropped because it is
independent of magnetization and only the difference in energy between directions
is of interest. In addition, the axial symmetry of the beam allows for the problem
to be treated in only two dimensions by setting α2 = 0.
The magnetoelastic energy relates the influence of stress and strain on the
magnetization. The anisotropy energy expression represents an unstrained lattice
but can be expanded about equilibrium due to small strains, and will be balanced
by the elastic energy due to deformation of the crystal. Minimization of this sum
















3)− 3λ111 σ (α1α2β1β2 +α1α3β1β3 +α2α3β2β3),
(3.21)
where Eme is the energy, λ100 and λ111 are the material specific magnetostriction
coefficients, and the applied stress vector is represented as σ [β1, β2, β3]. In the ideal
case of uniform beam bending the stresses are applied only along the axis [1, 0, 0].
As a result, the stress is coupled to the magnetization via Eme = −32 λ100 σ α
2
1.
Another energy often included in models of ferromagnetic materials is the
exchange coupling between neighboring electron spins. The exchange energy Eex
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where Jij is the exchange integral and S is the spin angular momentum associ-
ated with each atom. Assuming only nearest neighbor interactions, the exchange
strengths are all equal to J and can be factored out of the summation. For fer-
romagnetic materials, J is positive and therefore the energy is minimum when the
spins are aligned (θij = 0). This coupling causes neighboring spins to stay parallel
even in the absence of an applied magnetic field, and contributes to the uniform
spontaneous magnetization that forms domains.
The exchange energy is often written in a different form with respect to an
exchange stiffness constant A, which can be thought of as the force acting to keep
moments parallel. This derivation [75] arises from the manipulation of equation
(3.22) by expanding the direction cosines of the adjacent lattice point in a Taylor
series. The result is that the exchange energy for a body-centered cubic material
may also take the form
Eex = A ((∇α1)2 + (∇α2)2 + (∇α3)2), (3.23)
where A = 2 J S2 / a0 and a0 is the lattice parameter. Experimental evidence has
shown that for most magnetostrictive alloys A has a magnitude between 1× 10−11
and 2× 10−11 J/m.
The exchange term is not included in the total free energy summation of the
Armstrong model because the energy cost due to neighboring misalignment only
manifests significantly at domain walls, which make up a very small volume fraction
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of the material. The Armstrong model represents the bulk magnetization response
of the single crystal sample, and can tacitly ignore the exchange energy due to its
diminutive magnitude and the lack of interest in domain boundary formation. The
inclusion of this term will be reexamined when adapting the model for the Galfenol
nanowires.
Therefore, the sum of the magnetic, anisotropy, and magnetoelastic energies
constitutes the total free energy of the system,
Etotal = EH + Ean + Eme. (3.24)
The parameters required to numerically implement the energy are the anisotropy
constant K1, the applied external field H, the saturation magnetization Ms, the
magnetostriction constant λ100, and the axial stress σ. Each of these can be either
directly measured from experiment, taken from available literature, or designated
as a prescribed input such as the stress. Knowing these coefficients, the energy cost
associated with a given magnetization direction [α1, α3] can be easily calculated, and
the directions at which this energy is minimized are the most likely orientations for
the magnetization vectors to align. However, simply using the α’s that minimize the
energy results in very sharp non-physical features in the magnetization response, so













over all i possible configurations for α. Armstrong introduced a factor Ω that ac-
counts for the number of imperfections in the material and has the effect of smooth-
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ing the magnetization curves but leaving the position of features unchanged [5, 115].
A critical assumption in this approach is that the predicted magnetization is wholly
independent of the previous magnetic state, yielding an anhysteretic output. In the
case of modeling Galfenol this is generally acceptable, but for some applications
capturing the hysteresis may be of importance.
An example of the energy cost associated with the magnetization direction is
presented in Figure 3.11. The first plot shows the preferred orientations within a
[100] oriented beam with a small 5 Oe field applied axially and zero stress. In this
case, the 0◦ direction along the axis is the minimum as it corresponds to both a
crystallographic easy axis and aligns with the external field. The 90◦, 180◦, and
270◦ orientations have local minima due to also being easy axes of the cubic crystal
(the magnetocrystalline anisotropy causes the lobes at 45◦), but are in opposition
of the magnetic field energy that unbalances the figure toward 180◦. The calculated
average magnetization is M/Ms = 0.94, revealing that the sample is near saturation
due to being primarily oriented at 0◦ but some portion of the moments are still
lying within the other local minima. Once a 15 MPa compressive stress is added
in the lower graph, the magnetoelastic energy term strongly favors the directions
perpendicular to the beam at ± 90◦, and each of these becomes equally preferred.
The energy weighted average now predicts M/Ms = 0.02 as very little of the sample




Figure 3.11: Energy cost in J/m3 associated with all possible magneti-
zation directions α, where 0◦ is along the beam axis. When there is a
5 Oe field applied axially (a), the magnetization aligns predominantly
with this orientation. With the addition of 15 MPa of compression (b),
the preferred alignment becomes perpendicular to the beam.
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3.4.2 Results
The model is first validated by generating static B vs. H curves at constant
stress, as this data is measured for most magnetostrictive samples. The model
parameters were fit to the data from a single crystal Fe84Ga16 sample [7] that was
originally plotted in Figure 2.19, and are tabulated in Table 3.1. The stress in the
model was fixed at the levels used during the experiments, and the field cycled from
-500 to 500 Oe. Conversion of the model output M to the induction was done with
the typical relation B = µ0 (M+H). Figure 3.12 shows the output induction curves
from the model overlaid on the original data, and the fit is quite good. As this
composition was similarly used for the majority of the bending sensor experiments,
these model parameters are carried through for the remainder of the calculations.
Using the model for vibrating Galfenol beams follows the same overall proce-
dure as used for the constitutive model. A fixed bias field and the bending stress
distribution σ(x, z, t) from equation (3.14) are input to the free energy terms and
the magnetization M(x, z, t) is calculated from equation (3.25). This is converted
to magnetic induction once again with B = µ0 (M + H) and then reduced to the








Figure 3.12: Armstrong model simulations using the parameters from
Table 3.1 of B vs. H curves at various levels of compression, overlaid
with the Fe84Ga16 single crystal experimental data [7] from Figure 2.19.
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average B(t) with equation (3.17).
The model is compared with the measurement from the bending experiments
just as was done with the constitutive method, using the imperfect force input
from the data. The comparison is shown in Figure 3.13, where once again all of
the key characteristics are well represented. Equation (3.18) is used to determine
the mean absolute error at 10.2%, which is nearly identical to the error of the
constitutive model. While the free energy method doesn’t necessarily provide better
accuracy it required far less parameter fitting to begin with, and it still holds the
distinct advantage of being applicable for any stress and field condition. Figure 3.14
shows the Armstrong model prediction and the experimentally measured induction
from two cases near zero field that were given offbeat manual loading. Using the
experimental load cell signal as an input, the model matches rather well even at
these operating points, at which the constitutive model cannot technically even be
implemented.
3.4.3 Adaptability for Modeling Nanowires
The Armstrong model performs up to expectations for capturing the behavior
of the macroscale Galfenol beams, but questions arise about the validity of directly
using it for nanowire structures. The formulation of the included terms will not
change, but the relative strengths of the terms could be quite different. The mag-
netic energy will often be ignored because the application of field should prove to
be challenging in the context of nanowire experiments. The magnetocrystalline
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of the free energy model using the experimental
force input and the measured induction data from Figure 2.14. As with





Figure 3.14: Comparison of the free energy model and experimental
induction from a bending Galfenol beam. In each case the sample was
near remanence, with the model using only 0.2 Oe (a) and 0.1 Oe (b)
of bias field in the simulations, and the loading was less uniform than
usual. The dc offset between traces is added for viewing clarity.
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anisotropy will have the same form but the angles of minimization should be dif-
ferent, as the nanowire axis is expected to be a [110] texture rather than the [100]
of the bulk samples [64]. The magnetoelastic term should be unaffected, although
the use of a macroscale λ100 might not be particularly accurate. In addition, the ex-
change coupling will definitely be incorporated as it limits the formation of multiple
domains in sufficiently small structures. Finally, a shape anisotropy term should be
included due to the small diameter and high aspect ratio of the Galfenol nanowires.
Mechanically, the wires in this research are large enough for continuum me-
chanics to still apply, so the Euler-Bernoulli derivation for the stress distribution
will be used as is. Enrichment of the material model is a future work possibility if
there is an observed need. Overall, the modified Armstrong model should be able
to predict the change in magnetic induction of every bending nanowire in an array
and thus determine the output of an attached GMR sensor.
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Chapter 4
Design and Construction of the Nanomanipulator
4.1 Intentions for Nanowire Characterization
Implementing iron-gallium nanowires as artificial cilia requires characterizing
their properties in detail. It is possible that there are some differences between the
nanowires and bulk material that would directly alter their sensing behavior and
thus the accuracy of the corresponding model. In addition, the nanowires could
display unique advantageous characteristics that have not yet been predicted by
theory.
The techniques available for studying nanoscale materials are incredibly di-
verse, but commonly rely on spectroscopy to produce averaged data from an entire
batch of individual structures, and often look only into the properties of samples
in their equilibrium state. In order to approach the nanowire characterization in
a familiar manner akin to that performed at the macroscale, this work requires a
means of manipulating elements and applying mechanical forces in a controllable
way to samples that include individual Galfenol nanowires and close packed ar-
rays, as shown in Figure 4.1. This chapter describes the design, construction, and




Figure 4.1: Micrograph of Galfenol nanowires that have been freed from
the matrix (a) and as grown in a close packed cantilevered array (b).
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4.1.1 Desired Capabilities
There are a number of attributes that need to be considered in order to design
an apparatus with sufficient capability and flexibility for reliable nanowire charac-
terization. The most important of these is to incorporate a positioning system that
has both fine resolution and precise control. A small step size is imperative for
manipulating wires with movements small enough to deflect but not break them,
and having accurate control will allow the isolation and attachment of a single ideal
wire while minimizing missteps. In addition to having quasi-static positioning, the
system needs to include a means of dynamically exciting the samples for validating
high bandwidth sensor applications.
This device should allow for real time visualization so that the exact geometry
and orientation of each nanowire can be accurately measured before, during, and af-
ter experiments. The manipulator should provide a means of collecting quantifiable
data in addition to qualitative images, with force and deflection information being
of highest priority as they can directly translate into the mechanical stresses and
strains of interest. The machine must have flexible configurations for performing
multiple experiments depending upon the constraints of each sample, and be versa-
tile enough to handle materials ranging from loose nanowires up to fully packaged
artificial cilia devices. Finally, it is desirable to have a customizable system that can
be modified for experiments on any other nanomaterials that may be developed in
the future.
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Figure 4.2: The Zyvex S100 nanomanipulation system that incorporates
most of the desired features [3].
4.2 Device Design
There are several commercial options that fulfill most of the manipulator re-
quirements, particularly from Zyvex Instruments with whom detailed discussions
took place. The S100 system shown in Figure 4.2, for example, has up to four sharp
probes each with a three-directional resolution of approximately 5 nm, all positioned
around a separate stage holding the sample. Although it lacks dynamic capabilities,
these are certainly the types of features that are desired. Due to several constraints
however, including cost, it was decided that a custom solution would be a better
use of resources, not to mention an excellent component of this dissertation.
A literature survey uncovered research by a group headed by Rodney Ruoff
then at Northwestern University. They had constructed a device that sat within a
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scanning electron microscope (SEM) and was used to perform mechanical testing
on individual multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT) [166]. Because this machine
appeared to be the perfect prototype for the manipulator, a meeting was arranged
with Dmitriy Dikin, a post doctoral member of the group. He was extremely open
to sharing information, and described the key components of their device, the crit-
ical challenges of integrating it within the SEM, and the data analysis used for
actual experiments. He cannot be thanked enough. After returning from this in-
valuable visit, the manipulator design was formalized and construction was pending
the installation of the SEM.
4.2.1 Components and Construction
The foundation of the device consists of two opposed optical stages from Op-
toSigma, each with a footprint of 25 mm square. One stage has linear translation in
both the x and y directions with a maximum travel of ± 6 mm, controlled manually
with standard micrometer drivers. The other stage provides motion in the z direc-
tion, but uses a pivot mechanism to limit the maximum height to 25 mm, as this is
a critical design constraint for the safety of the electron gun. Each stage is manu-
factured from stainless steel, uses non-silicone bearing grease, and is fabricated with
no blind holes, all in order to reduce outgassing and ensure vacuum compatibility
within the SEM.
In order to achieve precise motions from each stage, the micrometer drivers
are replaced with vacuum compatible Picomotor actuators from New Focus that
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operate by driving a high pitch screw with a set of jaws connected to a piezoelec-
tric transducer. This method of operation takes advantage of static friction in the
threads to hold a fixed position and bypass the drift that typically occurs when
driving a piezoelectric material with a dc signal. While the specific performance of
these actuators will be calibrated in conjunction with the optical stages, they are
rated to have a resolution of under 30 nm and exert 5 lb of force. While acquiring
closed loop actuators was contemplated, both the additional size from incorporating
encoders and the higher cost were seen as prohibitive.
For dynamic characterization, a Q220-A3NM-103XB piezoelectric bending ac-
tuator from Piezo Systems is mounted onto the x/y stage, providing additional
deflection in the y direction. This bimorph uses non-magnetic shim material, is
suitable for vacuum use, and is 31.8-mm long, 3.2-mm tall, and 0.51-mm thick. The
maximum tip deflection is rated at 237 µm in response to 180 V, with a block force
of 0.06 N, but for most nanowire experiments it will be driven far below these limits.
The frequency bandwidth of operation will be capped by the available electronics,
but typical usage will range from tens of kHz to a few MHz.
The manipulator components are assembled onto a plate machined from 304
stainless steel that is designed to fit within the 4′′ wafer holder included with the
JEOL JSM-6500F SEM. This allows the entire device to make use of the dovetail
and grippers built into the microscope’s sample stage for optimum security and
alignment. By strictly limiting the overall height of the manipulator device, lower-
ing the stage’s manual working distance position to the lower limit of 40 mm still
provides at least 15 mm of clearance from the electron gun. Figure 4.3 is a photo-
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Figure 4.3: Photograph highlighting the key components of the assem-
bled nanomanipulator device attached to the SEM sample stage.
graph showing the completed device attached to the sample stage prior to closing
the SEM door. Evacuation of the chamber takes anywhere from 4 to 24 hours, but
is far more dependent on the nanowire samples than the manipulator itself, as the
nanowires often have insulating polymer layers and chemical etchant residues with
poor vacuum properties.
The last requirement of the device is a means to translate the motion capa-
bilities into actual manipulations of Galfenol nanowires. For this task, atomic force
microscopy (AFM) probes are to be placed on the two optical stages to utilize the
relative motion between them to interact with attached nanowire samples. These
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Figure 4.4: Micrograph of an OTESPA model AFM cantilever mounted
onto the manipulator for use in nanowire characterization.
probes are an ideal choice for manipulating the nanowires as they feature sharp
tips intended for nanostructure characterization, are available in a wide variety of
geometries, and are inherently interchangeable. A discussion of their intended use
in force microscopy can be found in Chapter 6. In order to incorporate the AFM
cantilevers, one mounting block is built into the edge of the z stage and another is
affixed to the free end of the piezoelectric bimorph, each containing several narrow
slots into which probes can be held with 0-80 set screws in a few select orientations.
Figure 4.4 is an SEM image of an OTESPA model probe from Veeco Instruments
to be used in the manipulator.
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4.2.2 Electrical System
Each component of the manipulator device must be wired within the SEM
chamber in order to eliminate potential arcing and to ensure proper operation.
The three Picomotor actuators and the piezoelectric bimorph each use polyimide
coated wire to reduce outgassing, with the positive leads attached to the electrical
feedthrough in the wall and the negative terminals grounded to the chamber itself.
On the exterior side, the actuators are connected to their controller box and can then
be completely operated with the accompanying keypad terminal shown in Figure 4.5.
This device allows for real time user inputs as well as the programming of scripts for
specific repeated commands. The bimorph is driven by a 20 MHz Agilent function
generator without the need for a power amplifier due to the very small deflections
desired. Internally, the SEM operation requires the sample stage to be biased at a
constant 0.6 V dc, so all potential sources for a floating ground are hard wired back
to the base plate of the manipulator, especially the AFM holder on the end of the
bimorph. To accommodate conductivity, the nanowire samples themselves are also
always mounted on an appropriate piece of copper or silicon before being placed in
the device. Even with all of these precautions it is still not uncommon to observe
charging effects in the SEM display, but they are at most a minor hindrance rather
than a credible threat to the instrument.
Some characterization experiments attempt to measure the magnetic fields
produced from the nanowires, and as such require additional electrical considera-
tions. GMR sensors have been acquired from NVE Inc. that consist of unpackaged
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Figure 4.5: Handheld input terminal for controlling the three Picomotor
actuators that drive the manipulator stages.
resistors laid out on a printed circuit board, as displayed in Figure 4.6. These ex-
posed resistors allow for nanowire samples to be placed as closely as possible to the
sensing elements, which are then wired in a Wheatstone bridge configuration with
a pair of reference resistors to measure the changes in magnetic field, as depicted
in Figure 4.7. The inclusion of the GMR sensors requires three additional channels
in the electrical feedthrough, with the bridge excitation and output measurement
being provided by a Vishay 2310A signal conditioning amplifier originally designed
for strain gages.
A final consideration is the inclusion of permanent magnets within the SEM
chamber to provide magnetic bias fields to the various nanowire arrays of interest.
As magnetic fields deflect the electron beam needed for observation, it was discov-
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Figure 4.6: Unpackaged GMR sensor from NVE [140] that consists of
several sensing resistors laid out on a printed circuit board for potential
measurement of nanowire magnetic fields. The light colored squares are
50, 100, and 200 µm square areas of exposed resistor elements.
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Figure 4.7: Diagram of the GMR Wheatstone bridge layout [140], where
the yellow area corresponds to the exposed resistors in Figure 4.6.
ered through trial and error that maintaining accurate imaging required placing the
magnets far off of the beam path, which as a result could provide a maximum of
only 20 Oe to the samples. An amusing result of placing a strong magnet directly
in the beam path can be seen in Figure 4.8.
4.3 Functionality
The first operation conducted with the finished manipulator was the calibra-
tion of the positional resolution of the optical stages driven with the Picomotor
actuators. The stages were moved into a position such that an AFM probe tip at-
tached to each stage could be imaged simultaneously. As the tip on the z stage is
not being driven, it provides a fixed frame of reference to eliminate natural image
drift between successive frames. Using the single step function on the controlling
keypad, both the x and y motors were given twenty individual pulses in both the
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Figure 4.8: Heavily distorted SEM image taken with a permanent mag-
net placed within the beam path. The magnetic field deflects the elec-
trons in such a way to allow visualization of the roof and side walls of
the chamber but not the magnet itself.
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Table 4.1: Measured position resolution of the x/y manipulator stage (in nm).
Direction # of Steps X motor Y motor
Positive 1 23.2 10.0
20 11.6 11.5
Negative 1 5.5 13.9
20 12.3 13.7
positive and negative directions in order to determine any difference due to bearing
friction or return springs. In addition, they were also driven by a single twenty-step
pulse for comparison.
Results are presented in Table 4.1, where it is clear that the x motor has a
large directional variance when being driven with single steps, most likely due to the
forces of the stage’s spring mechanism. When driven at the larger step size these
forces are overcome and the positional resolution is roughly uniform. The y motor
showed little variation with step size and only a minor increase in motion when
moving in the negative direction. Data from the z stage is unattainable due to the
movement occurring parallel to the electron beam, so proper depth alignment relies
on matching the focus of two planar objects.
The capability of the piezoelectric bimorph was verified with the SEM raster
scanning at an appropriately quick rate, causing the displayed image to be updated
in essentially real time. When a dc voltage is switched on from the function gen-
erator, the beam deflection in y is clearly visible. The voltage amplitude can be
decreased until the motion of the bimorph is indiscernable, implying that this can
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Figure 4.9: SEM image of two FESP model AFM probes mounted onto
the end of the piezoelectric bimorph. When driven at 71.344 kHz the top
cantilever is excited into resonance, and appears as a blurred cone due
to the frequency of vibration being much greater than the raster scan
rate of the microscope.
be used for fine motion control inside of the resolution of the step actuator. The
ability to excite mechanical resonance in cantilevered structures was verified on an
FESP model AFM probe shown in Figure 4.9, where the beam is vibrating at 71.344
kHz. The second FESP tip in the image remains still, evidence that the oscillation
is confined solely to the intended cantilever and is not motion of the entire bimorph
nor electrical interference. The dynamic actuation can also be used to simulate
shock or fatigue loading on nanowire arrays.
Galfenol nanowires can be firmly attached to AFM probes inside of the SEM
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through a technique known as electron beam induced deposition (EBID) [77, 100],
often referred to as “nano-welding.” This procedure consists of decomposing hy-
drocarbon molecules via high energy irradiation, which effectively results in the
adsorption of the carbonaceous material wherever the electron beam is focused.
Typically the source of the residual organic molecules is the oil used by the vacuum
pump that persists even at pressures down to 10−6 Pa, although in some instances
paraffin wax is included in the SEM solely for enhancing these deposition rates [167].
Once the AFM probe is positioned in contact with the target nanowire, the SEM
accelerating voltage is increased to the maximum 30 kV, and the beam is placed
in spot mode rather than raster scanning. The time required for deposition varies
heavily with the cleanliness of the chamber, the contamination of the surface, and
the beam parameters, but typically within a few minutes a blob of glue will form
at the interface and securely affix the wire to the probe tip, an example of which
can be seen in Figure 4.10. Once the wire is attached it can be extracted from the
array by simply withdrawing the manipulator motors, although in many cases this
can result in an unintentionally broken wire or even the removal of an entire cluster
of adhered wires, as shown in Figure 4.11.
Using this rather odd arrangement of wires secured to the AFM tip, an ini-
tial attempt was made to visualize the mechanical behavior of the iron-gallium
nanowires. The sequence of images in Figures 4.12, 4.13, and 4.14 demonstrate
nanowire bending using the manipulator device, revealing large elastic deflections
and adhesion between wires. These capabilities will be put to use during the more
rigorous mechanical testing described in the following chapters.
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Figure 4.10: A 125 nm diameter Galfenol nanowire securely attached to
an AFM tip with an EBID clamp of deposited carbonaceous material.
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Figure 4.11: Micrograph showing an entire group of nanowires that have
been pulled off of the array. The one free end was attached via EBID
to the AFM tip, and the remaining wires came along due entirely to
adhesive forces between them. This haphazard structure provides a good




Figure 4.12: Sequence of micrographs demonstrating the bending of
Galfenol nanowires using the manipulator device. The end of the wire
cluster makes contact with the tip of another wire still in the array (a),




Figure 4.13: As the manipulator stages are pushed even closer together
the wires bend very sharply (a), and elastically return to form as the




Figure 4.14: Upon withdrawal, attractive forces hold the wires together
beyond the point of original contact (a), before finally snapping apart
with no sign of permanent deformation (b).
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Chapter 5
Characterization of Nanowire Mechanical Properties
5.1 Objectives
This chapter details the investigation into the mechanical behavior of iron-
gallium nanowires. In order to facilitate the design of artificial cilia sensors, several
key properties need to be measured in order to verify the assumption that the
ordinary continuum theory utilized in Chapter 3 is valid for structures of this size.
Therefore, the primary goal of this investigation is the identification of Young’s
modulus, linear elastic behavior, ultimate tensile strength, and failure mode using
the nanomanipulator device discussed in Chapter 4.
The conducted experiments emulate procedures performed at the macroscale
for directly measuring these properties, namely quasi-static tensile testing and me-
chanical resonance identification. Due to the inherent challenges in studying nano-
materials however, these tests contain a larger level of uncertainty than one would
expect during a typical evaluation on an ideal bulk sample. As such, this work
is intended more as verification that the Galfenol nanowires are sufficiently robust
for handling the deformations expected in a cilia sensor device, rather than as a




The first and often most challenging step in performing a tensile test is locating
a suitable nanowire sample. Ideally, the wire needs to be aligned perfectly vertical
in the SEM field of view in order to maintain this orientation during the tensile
loading. Unfortunately, the often random arrangement of the cantilevered nanowire
arrays depicted in Figure 5.1 make it difficult to locate nanowires that meet this
criterion. In many cases even if a section of an array is well aligned, it is so densely
packed that isolating a single wire proves impossible.
One workaround to these issues is to use loose wires dropped onto a silicon
wafer, which provide a much larger range of possible orientations as shown in Figure
5.2. This also reduces the odds of the selected wire being still firmly attached at the
base of the array. The deposition of the wires onto silicon does introduces some other
concerns however, including: wires being much shorter due to breakage, neighboring
fragments adhering to the sides, and the loss of knowledge about alignment in the
z direction. In practice, the identification of tensile samples makes heavy use of the
nanomanipulator capabilities, trial and error, and experience.
In any regard, after selecting a usable wire the AFM probe attached to the
x/y stage is moved into position directly behind the nanowire. Getting the correct
z depth is first approximated by making sure the wire and the probe tip are at the
same working distance, then fine tuned by simply moving the tip past the nanowire
and adjusting until the two make noticeable contact. At this point, an EBID weld
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Figure 5.1: Galfenol nanowire cantilevered arrays in various orientations
attached to the nanomanipulator stage.
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Figure 5.2: Loose Galfenol nanowires scattered along the edge of a silicon
wafer for easier extraction for mechanical testing.
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Figure 5.3: Nanowire welded onto the AFM tip and successfully removed
from the array with the manipulator.
is applied to the top of the wire to create a rigid attachment between the two, and
then using the motors of the manipulator the wire is fully extracted as in Figure
5.3.
Once the nanowire is securely removed, it is moved into position such that
the free end is in contact with the tip of a second AFM probe mounted on the z
stage. Once again the exact position is fine tuned, and then another EBID clamp
is formed at the base of the wire to hold it in suspension between the opposing
AFM probes, as shown in Figure 5.4. The resultant structure is essentially a set of
three mechanical springs arranged in series, the two cantilever AFM springs and the
extensional stiffness of the nanowire. Experimentally this allows for controlling the
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Figure 5.4: Nanowire firmly attached to opposing AFM probes for tensile
testing. As the two tips are pulled apart with the manipulator motors,
the sample is loaded in tension and stress and strain data are recorded.
load applied to the Galfenol, as the force applied to all three spring components is
equivalent.
To this end, the spring stiffness coefficient of each AFM cantilever is experi-
mentally calibrated prior to use in the SEM. While each commercial batch of probes
has a rated stiffness, it is estimated from a nominal cantilever geometry that is known
to vary by as much as 20% across a silicon wafer from which the probes are manufac-
tured [142]. This is exemplified by a box of FESP model probes, for example, listing
a resonance frequency somewhere between 60 and 100 kHz. Given this uncertainty,
the exact spring constant can be more accurately determined by comparison with
reference cantilevers of known stiffness. These reference canitlevers are specially
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fabricated and tested for this purpose by Veeco Instruments, Inc.
The calibration procedure is as follows. First, the cantilever to be calibrated is
mounted in the AFM instrument and moved downward a set distance into contact
with a solid material assumed to be infinitely stiff. The deflection of the cantilever
δ0 is recorded with the standard AFM software. Next, the cantilever is placed above
the free end of one of the known reference cantilevers, and moved downward the
same distance while recording the new deflection δtest. By assuming that the solid
material does not deform at all, the deflection of the reference probe will be the
relative difference, δref = δ0 − δtest. The calculation of the spring constant ktest of





where kref is the known stiffness of the reference cantilever and θ represents the slight
angle of inclination introduced by mounting the test cantilever on the standard AFM
probe holder [142].
For tensile testing, the two AFM probes between which the nanowire is sus-
pended are chosen to have widely different spring constants. It is desirable to have
one of the probes be far stiffer than the other and act as a fixed boundary, resulting
in only the softer cantilever noticeably deflecting. This greatly improves the ease
with which measurements are made. For achieving this condition during a typical
tensile test, the top probe is usually an OTESPA model with a stiffness at least 40
times greater than the general purpose FESP model bottom cantilever.
With the nanowire suspended between the two AFM probes with accurately
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known spring constants, the actual tensile experiment is conducted by slowly pulling
the tips apart with the manipulator motors. Typically, the first few steps simply
remove any slack in the system, but subsequent pulling nicely loads the wire into
tension. The exact strain rate is difficult to estimate, but typically appeared to
be on the order of 5 nm/s. Every few seconds the pulling ceased, and a series of
micrographs were taken for data analysis. Because the nanowire and AFM tips
are in series, the force throughout the structure can be directly measured from the
deflection of the soft AFM cantilever with known spring constant. Throughout the
test this deflection xafm is readily apparent within the SEM, as shown in Figure
5.5. The distance that the tip has moved is measured from the backside of the
bent cantilever at the position of the nanowire to the plane of the fixed base on
the left of the image. This value is simply multiplied by the spring constant to
provide the applied force F . Close examination of the nanowire diameter d allows
the cross-sectional area A = πd2/4 to be measured, and the wire tension σ is simply
F/A.
The strain data comes from directly measuring the length of the nanowire
during loading. As the pixel resolution of the SEM images is greatly reduced at
lower magnification, it is often necessary to divide the sample into several smaller
lengths that can be zoomed in upon and more accurately measured. The presence
of attached fragments or noticeable defects in the wire surface make for useful land-
marks during this process. Once the total wire length L is summed up, the strain ε
is calculated by ε = (L− L0)/L0.
Both the stress and strain measurements clearly include some uncertainty,
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Figure 5.5: During tensile testing, the deflection xafm of the soft lower
cantilever is readily apparent, and is used to calculate the stress applied
to the nanowire.
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which based on the resolution of each individual measurement can turn out to be
















where the errors associated with each measurement are errk = 0.1 × ktest N/m,










where the wire length error is a constant errL = 10 nm.
5.2.2 Results and Error Analysis
The initial tension tests were performed on samples from the earliest batch
of Galfenol nanowires received from the University of Minnesota, with the intent
to become familiar with the technique and to identify any blatant sources of error.
As a result, the first data collected was a check of the linearity of the cantilever
spring constant. As the manipulator motors pulled the stages apart, the load in the
structures as calculated from the bottom cantilever deflection was plotted against
the current relative distance between the top and bottom cantilever bases. The data
in Figure 5.6 shows that the applied force behaves very linearly when compared with
the distance traveled, validating the linear spring model assumption for the AFM
probe.
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Figure 5.6: Plot of the force applied by the soft bottom cantilever as cal-
culated by its deflection, versus the total relative displacement between
the fixed bases of the two AFM cantilevers. This data confirms that the
bottom cantilever deflects linearly with the manipulator motor spacing.
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An example of the stress vs. strain data collected from an iron-gallium nanowire
is plotted in Figure 5.7. The nanowire specimen was observed in the SEM to be
13.8 µm long and 135 nm in diameter, clamped between a rigid OTESPA model
cantilever and a MikroMasch CSC37 probe with calibrated stiffness of ktest = 1.42
N/m. The sample was loaded in increasing tension until failure, which occurred just
above the last presented data point, near 1200 MPa. The wire fracture occurred ap-
proximately 1 µm below the upper weld joint and appeared to be entirely brittle in
nature, as evidenced by Figure 5.8 and supported by the lack of apparent plastic de-
formation in the stress vs. strain curve. Attempts to more clearly image the fracture
surface were unsuccessful. The data also reveals good linear elastic behavior with a
slope that implies a Young’s modulus E = 60± 7 GPa. While this value is strongly
suggestive of the [100] modulus of 65 GPa measured in bulk Fe83Ga17 [71], the 1200
MPa ultimate strength is more than double the maximum macroscale value of 500
MPa. As will be discussed in Section 5.4 however, the modulus similarity is likely
an erroneous comparison due to the difference in composition. It is postulated that
the root cause of the drastic improvement in strength can be traced to the nanowire
fabrication process outlined in Section 1.3.2, where the electrochemical deposition
produces material with numerous dislocations that are effectively work hardened
within the AAO pores. The result of this would be an improvement in strength at
the cost of ductility, in agreement with the presented data.
During the course of the initial testing a number of potential sources of system-
atic error were identified, beyond the aforementioned measurement uncertainties.
The first of these is the nanowire alignment, as any deviation from the perfectly
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Figure 5.7: Stress vs. strain data from a tensile test performed on a
135 nm diameter, 13.8 µm long Galfenol nanowire. The sample had a
Young’s modulus of approximately 60 GPa, an ultimate tensile strength
of 1200 MPa, and no plastic deformation.
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Figure 5.8: Micrograph at the point of nanowire tensile failure showing
a brittle fracture mode.
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Figure 5.9: Error analysis considered in [39], where the wire has pinned
boundary conditions resulting in misalignment angles α in the x/y plane
and β in the y/z plane. While α can be monitored within the SEM, β
is very difficult to detect.
vertical condition will result in applied force inaccuracies. Ding et al. [39] provides
a thorough discussion of these effects, where the misalignment angle α in the x/y
plane is readily apparent and correctable in the SEM (see Figure 5.9), but a height
mismatch β is difficult to detect due to the z depth information being done entirely
by eye. Often this error is only detectable after wire failure when the opposing
fracture surfaces do not line up. This reference formulates that the error due to
this effect decreases the measured force by a factor of (1− cosβ) and results in the
calculated ultimate strength and modulus values to be lower bounds.
There is of course an additional source of error caused by this misalignment
that is not touched upon in the literature, namely that the EBID clamps at the wire
ends do not behave as simple supports but rather as fixed boundary conditions. The
result is that misalignment during the tensile test will introduce bending loads in
addition to the uniaxial tension. Starting from the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation
for a sample with uniform bending stiffness EI, deflection w, and no distributed
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loading:
EI w′′′′ = 0, (5.5)










x2 + C3 x+ C4). (5.6)
The four coefficients can be solved for by using the boundary conditions for a fixed-
fixed beam,
w′(0) = 0 (5.7)
w′(L) = 0 (5.8)
w(0) = 0 (5.9)
w(L) = ∆ (5.10)
where L is the beam length and ∆ is the misalignment distance between the AFM
probe tips in either the x/y or y/z planes, as depicted in Figure 5.10. The result is
a bending moment at each end of the wire with magnitude of
M(0) = −M(L) = EI w′′ = 6 EI ∆
L2
, (5.11)





with d representing the wire diameter. This bending stress and the pure tension
are combined through superposition, resulting in larger actual stresses than what
is calculated via σ = F/A. Using typical material properties, this underestimation
can be as much as 10% for a ∆ of 1 µm.
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Figure 5.10: Misalignment error considering fixed-fixed boundary condi-
tions. Any offset ∆ will add bending stresses to the sample in addition
to the tension, and result in an underestimation of stress by up to 10%.
In addition to the alignment issues, there are concerns that the actual stiffness
of the bottom AFM cantilever can skew the results. The impetus for this reasoning
was that initial data suggested a lower Galfenol Young’s modulus when tested on
a softer probe. In order to diagnose this, a set of tensile tests were conducted on
incrementally stiffer cantilevers available in the lab. Table 5.1 shows that while there
certainly is a trend between AFM stiffness and measured modulus at low values of
ktest, above a minimum threshold of approximately 1.4 N/m the data is consistently
within the experimental uncertainty. The explanation for this is that if the AFM
cantilever is overly soft it can bend beyond the range where deflections are assumed
vertical and start to move radially about its fixed end. Not only does this decrease
the accuracy of the linear spring model, it clearly enhances the misalignment errors
and accentuates the underestimation of stress and the overestimation of strain. Once
the tip is stiff enough to remain well behaved, further increases have no effect on
the nanowire data.
Another potential problem in accurately measuring tensile data is the assump-
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tion that the EBID welds are fixed. Clearly the quality of the boundary condition
is dependent on the deposition time, but previous research [39] has shown that it
asymptotes with incremental deposits of carbonaceous material. In light of this in-
formation, each EBID joint was deposited for approximately 30 minutes to firmly
attach the AFM tip and nanowire, but it is acknowledged that other variables such
as vacuum pressure and electron beam current also play a role. With regards specif-
ically to the tensile testing, there is also the potential problem of the weld material
itself straining during application of stress. Any strain in the EBID joint would not
alter the force applied to the nanowire due to it being mechanically in series, but it
can lead to incorrect strain data if the measurements are made between points on
the weld rather than on the wire itself. As the deposited clamp often has unique
topographic features (see Figure 5.11) between which length measurements are more
convenient, this error can occur frequently.
As a result of identifying these sources of error in the tension experiments, a
few modifications were implemented to the testing procedure. First, it was decided
that the large measurement uncertainty of the stress made the data unreliable.
The primary culprit in this was the uncertainty of the AFM tip deflection errx in
equation (5.3), which is very high due to imaging at a sufficiently low magnification
to see both the bent probe and the fixed cantilever end in the field of view. To
Table 5.1: Effect of AFM cantilever stiffness on the modulus of Galfenol nanowires.
ktest [N/m] 0.05 0.97 1.42 3.60 23.2
E [GPa] 7 46 60 58 59
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Figure 5.11: Image revealing the unique surface features of the deposited
carbonaceous weld material. Slight variations in deposition settings re-
sult in numerous different growth shapes and sizes.
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improve this, an alternate measurement technique was used that relies on the angle
of deflection of the AFM tip rather than its absolute position. Beginning once again
with equation (5.5) for a bending beam with small displacements, the boundary
conditions now take the form of
w(0) = 0 (5.13)
w′(0) = 0 (5.14)
w′′(L) = 0 (5.15)
w′′′(L) = F (5.16)
for a fixed end at x =0 and a free end with point load F at the tip. As a result, the
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L · θ(L). (5.19)
As the angle that the AFM tip makes with the plane can be measured at much
higher magnification within the SEM, the angular uncertainty is ± 0.1◦ and results
in an overall reduction in stress data error. Another minor change that was made to
the overall experimental method was the exclusive use of cantilevers with a stiffness
above 3 N/m in response to the data in Table 5.1. A final consideration was that in
order to minimize the potential effect of EBID weld stretching on the recorded strain
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data, it was ensured that the nanowire length measurements were taken between
points on the wire itself and not convenient landmarks on the deposited material.
Tensile tests were conducted on several more nanowires from the same fabri-
cation batch. The use of commercial AAO templates results in some variation in
size between samples, but nonetheless all four wires presented in Table 5.2 appear
to have similar mechanical properties. It must be noted that these samples were
later found to have very poor stoichiometry (see Section 5.4), and as such the data is
more useful for validating the experimental procedure than comparing to literature
values. Figure 5.12 shows wire 3 in testing position, with the remnants of wire 1
directly to its left. In each case, the stress vs. strain data originally presented in
Figure 5.7 exemplifies the result from every wire, as there was a large improvement
in tensile strength and brittle failure near one end. While this data attests that
the nanowires are capable of the large elastic deflections desired for artificial cilia
applications, and is adequate for modeling the mechanical behavior, the similarity in
moduli and the uncertain composition still raise the question of whether the values
are actually from the nanowires or if the procedure systematically measures ≈ 60
GPa for any arbitrary sample. In order to alleviate this final doubt, it was decided
to perform tensile tests on a suitable benchmark material.
5.2.3 MWCNT Validation
Multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT’s) represent an ideal choice for com-
parison with the iron-gallium nanowires primarily because they are readily available
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Table 5.2: Tensile testing results from nanowire samples that were found to contain
on average only 3 at. % Ga and excessive levels of O.
Wire No. Diameter Length Ultimate Strength Young’s Modulus
[nm] [µm] [MPa] [GPa]
1 105±5 9.80±0.01 1230±170 58±9
2 135±5 13.8±0.01 1200±150 60±7
3 225±5 36.8±0.01 1080±120 55±8
4 130±5 7.55±0.01 1050±150 59±10
Figure 5.12: Tensile wire 3 attached to opposing AFM probes prior to
loading. This image is a lower magnification version of Figure 5.11, re-
vealing the fractured remnant of wire 1 immediately to the left of the
wider wire 3. Additional things of interest are an extraction attempt
foiled by adhered neighbors and a cantilevered wire intended for reso-
nance testing.
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and have been intensely studied. In fact, the machine built by Professor Ruoff’s
group that strongly influenced the nanomanipulator design was originally used to
investigate tensile failure in CNT’s [167]. As such, tensile test results can be com-
pared with both the Galfenol data and published values in the literature.
Dr. Cumings kindly provided arc-grown MWCNT samples [44, 70] that were
placed onto a silicon wafer in a similar manner to the Galfenol nanowires. The
manipulator device was used to extract a few nanotubes from the overall cluster
shown in Figure 5.13, and then attached as before between an OTESPA and an
FESP model AFM cantilever. Manipulating the CNT’s provided a different set of
challenges, as while they were easier to extract and weld than the Galfenol nanowires,
they also were much harder to align and tended to permanently kink in a frustrating
manner.
Nonetheless, the tensile experiment was carried out in exactly the same manner
used previously, where Figure 5.14 shows one example of a MWCNT attached at
both ends. The only difference from the previous Galfenol testing was that the area
A used for the calculation of stress is taken to be the space between adjacent layers
with outer diameter OD and inner diameter ID, separated by a small distance δ.












(OD +OD − 2δ) (2δ) (5.22)
A ≈ π OD δ, (5.23)
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Figure 5.13: Cluster of MWCNT’s from which the tensile samples are
extracted. It was discovered that the AFM probe tip had broken off of
the cantilever prior to installation in the manipulator, but the jagged Si
fracture surface made a suitable replacement.
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Figure 5.14: MWCNT with outer diameter of 110 nm loaded in ten-
sion. The various crooked ends demonstrate failed attempts at properly
aligning and attaching tensile specimens.
which matches Yu et al. [167] when using an interlayer separation of δ =0.34 nm.
Certainly there are other nominal area calculations that can be used, but this ap-
proach was taken to make the results most comparable with the literature.
Looking at the stress vs. strain data plotted in Figure 5.15, it is clear that
the stresses and strains experienced by the MWCNT are significantly greater than
those observed in the Galfenol nanowires. This nanotube with outer diameter of 110
nm had a tensile strength of nearly 90 GPa, a maximum elongation of over 13%,
and a measured Young’s modulus of 650 GPa. Upon failure, the inner layers that
pulled out were tested again, now with a diameter of 60 nm, and were found to
have a 60 GPa strength, 8% strain, and a 680 GPa modulus. All of these numbers
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Figure 5.15: Stress vs. strain data gathered from the tensile testing
of an arc-grown MWCNT with outer layer diameter of 110 nm. The
tensile strength is nearly 90 GPa at a maximum strain of 13%, resulting
in a modulus of 650 GPa, far above what was measured for the Galfenol
samples.
agree well with the referenced study, which found strengths ranging from 11 to 63
GPa, strains of up to 12%, and moduli from 270 to 950 GPa. Because the measured
moduli values were repeatable and clearly not ≈ 60 GPa, it is reasoned that the
values obtained during tensile testing on the Galfenol nanowires are in fact a solid
representation of the material properties.
A final note about the MWCNT testing is that the failure mechanism is quite
different from the iron-gallium specimens. The layered nature of the nanotubes often
results in a ’sword-in-sheath’ failure mode, where the outermost layer fractures and
the inner ones are free to pull out of the remaining shell. Figure 5.16 displays a
few examples of this observed within the SEM, where in one instance the result is
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a significant decrease in nanotube diameter and in another it manifests as a large
length change with a region of slightly smaller diameter.
5.2.4 Effect of Magnetic Field
It is common for magnetostrictive devices to operate in the presence of a mag-
netic bias field in order to linearize behavior or improve performance. The results in
Chapter 2 demonstrate the advantages of having axially magnetized beams used as
bending mode sensors, and as such the effect of an applied field on the mechanical
properties was also investigated. It is known that the magnetoelastic strain softens
the material within a prescribed stress region, as it is easier to rotate the magneti-
zation than to elastically strain the aligned lattice. This effect, commonly referred
to as ’delta-E,’ has been observed in several magnetostrictive materials [81, 24] and
appears to exist in the nanowire data of Figure 5.7 as well, where the slope of the
curve is flatter over the low stress region but becomes uniform once the tensile loads
have aligned the magnetization to saturation.
To determine the exact effects of an applied magnetic field on these results,
tensile experiments are conducted with a small permanent magnet placed inside of
the manipulator. The placement of the magnet was such that it did not noticeably
interfere with the SEM imaging, but as a result the strength of the field at the
sample position was only 20 Oe as measured with a Hall probe. While the stray
field from the magnet obviously has a large spatial variation it was assumed uniform




Figure 5.16: Observations of failure in the MWCNT tensile testing. Fail-
ure in ’sword-in-sheath’ mode reveals several narrower sections of inner
layers that pull out from the outermost layer (a). When the outer layer
fails the inner portion slides within, resulting in a large increase in length
that bends the sample into a curve (b).
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The effects of magnetic field were found to be very minor, in agreement with
expectations. Figure 5.17 compares data from tests with and without the bias field
applied. By comparison, the only potential difference is the removal of the apparent
lower slope region due to the lack of magnetostrictive strain in the saturated sam-
ple. However, considering the dominance of the magnetic shape anisotropy to be
discussed in Chapter 6, this trend is most likely due to initial slack in the system
or simple measurement error. The modulus of elasticity of 55 GPa is well within
the range of uncertainty from the 53 GPa measured without the field applied, and
considered unaffected. As the wire was needed for further testing it was not loaded
to failure, so the maximum stress in the plots is substantially below the failure
strength. The positive implication of this result is that even moderate fluctuations




The alternate method of measuring the elastic moduli of Galfenol nanowires
is a resonance test [38], where the material properties are directly related to the
resonance frequencies of cantilevered nanowire beams. As the dynamic excitation for
this procedure is provided by the piezoelectric bimorph vibrating in the y direction
of the SEM image, the first step in performing this task is the EBID attachment and




Figure 5.17: Results of tensile experiments from the same nanowire with-
out (a) and with (b) a 20 Oe dc magnetic bias field applied. The data
is within the uncertainty range and considered unaffected by field.
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Figure 5.18: Close packed nanowire arrays positioned perpendicular to
the AFM cantilever for potential resonance sample extraction.
As with the tensile experiments, the starting nanowire configurations can range
from the well oriented arrays in Figure 5.18 to the loose tangle of wires in Figure
5.19. The same challenges exist here as well, as the wires frequently clump together
and/or break at the tips, as presented in Figure 5.20. In one amusing example,
the extracted nanowire remained attached to a section of the array and successfully
suspended it. Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the undesirable array and the attempts
to remove it, including dragging it along the remainder of the array and shaking it
with the piezoelectric actuator.
The result typically is a cantilevered nanowire of sufficient length to have
a first mode resonance that is attainable with a conventional function generator.
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Figure 5.19: Tangle of loose nanowires from which a well oriented one




Figure 5.20: Typical challenges faced when extracting resonance sam-
ples. In many cases the wires simply clump together and do not break
free from their nearest neighbors (a), and in others the tips of the wires
fracture if they are overly constrained in the array (b).
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Figure 5.21: Upon removal of a cantilevered nanowire, it brought along
an entire section of array and suspended it. Note that there is a second




Figure 5.22: Attempts to remove the unwanted section of array: dragging
it along the remainder of the array (a) and trying to shake it off with the
piezoelectric bimorph (b). Eventually success was reached by smashing
the entire structure into the larger array.
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The experiment itself simply consists of driving the piezoelectric bimorph with a
low voltage (typically up to 500 mV) swept sine signal and observing the nanowire
vibration. When the beam is excited near its fundamental resonance, the nanowire
appears as a blurred cone bounded by its maximum amplitude of vibration while
the rest of the micrograph is still, due to the frequency of oscillation being much
higher than the raster scan rate of the electron beam. Figure 5.23 demonstrates
this concept. In order to reduce the chance of a spurious mode being detected, the
resonance of the nanowire is always far away from that of the AFM cantilever and
image oscillations induced by electrical interference can be deduced by watching the
motion of the fixed background structure.
The preliminary experiments were conducted by watching the SEM display
and making note of the resonance by eye. In order to make this process less tedious,
a technique was developed that could detect resonances automatically by taking ad-
vantage of the voltage signal output from the microscope to the monitor. This signal
is proportional to the image brightness, and is typically transmitted line by line as
the image is scanned. When the beam is placed in spot mode however, the voltage
is a constant relating to the intensity of the image at that fixed point. For resonance
testing, the beam spot is placed at the free end of the cantilevered nanowire, corre-
sponding to a rather bright voltage. During the frequency sweep, this point will be
unchanging except for the region across which the beam is strongly vibrating, which
due to the blurred cone effect will be naturally darker than the stationary wire. As
a result, the measured brightness will decrease, and when inverted this recorded
voltage will clearly show peaks corresponding to each frequency at which the beam
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Figure 5.23: Cantilevered Galfenol nanowire excited by the piezoelectric
bimorph at its resonance frequency. The image is stationary except for
the wire itself, which appears blurry due to the vibration being much
faster than the scanning rate of the SEM.
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Figure 5.24: Plot of the inverted voltage signal from the SEM to the
output monitor during a resonance test. With the electron beam in
spot mode at the end of the cantilevered nanowire, the brightness of
the image will only vary when the nanowire is in motion, such as at its
fundamental resonance frequency. This technique allows for resonances
to be identified during large automated sweeps.
was oscillating. Figure 5.24 displays one such voltage peak, where the resonance oc-
curred at 86.6 kHz. Although the data represents the image brightness rather than
the traditional amplitude or power spectrum, calculation of the half-power points
and the bandwidth still provides a useful means of obtaining information on the
damping, which can reflect the quality of the ’fixed’ EBID boundary condition.
Once the resonance frequency has been accurately identified, it needs to be
related to the Young’s modulus of the material. This formulation once again starts
with the Euler-Bernoulli beam equation, now including the unit mass m and accel-
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eration ẅ:
EI w′′′′ +m ẅ = 0, (5.24)
which can be solved with a separation of variables such that
w(x, t) = W (x) Y (t). (5.25)
Substitution gives









where the temporal portion can be solved by assuming a harmonic response Y (t) =
Aejωt, which results in
Ÿ + λY = 0 (5.28)
(−ω2 + λ) Aejωt = 0 (5.29)
λ = ω2. (5.30)






W ′′′′ − mλ
EI
W = 0, (5.32)
let mλ/EI = p4, which allows the arbitrary solution to have the form
W (x) = C1 sin(px) + C2 cos(px) + C3 sinh(px) + C4 cosh(px). (5.33)
The fixed-free boundary conditions
W (0) = 0 (5.34)
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W ′(0) = 0 (5.35)
W ′′(L) = 0 (5.36)
W ′′′(L) = 0 (5.37)
are used to identify that
C3 = −C1 (5.38)





which leads to the characteristic equation of
cos(pL) cosh(pL) + 1 = 0 (5.41)
that can be solved numerically for the eigenvalues
pL = [1.8751, 4.6941, 7.8548, 10.9955, . . .]. (5.42)
Looking only at the lowest eigenvalue that corresponds to the first mode, p can be
solved for as p = 1.8751/L which gives both the mode shape when substituted into
equation (5.33) and the natural frequency f0 via
mλ
EI





















Therefore, once the resonance frequency of a nanowire has been found, equation
(5.45) is solved for the modulus E with knowledge of the geometry and the mass
per length m that is calculated from the material density.
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As previously with the tensile testing, the uncertainty in this data due to
measurement error can be calculated by first rearranging
E =


















where errL = 100 nm, errf = 50 Hz, and errd = 10 nm.
A final note is that in at least one instance, the extracted nanowire had several
large fragments of adjacent wires adhered to the side. The result can be added mass
and stiffness that reduces the accuracy of the uniform bending beam model. To
account for particularly large pieces, the beam is broken up into a discrete system
with different mass and stiffness values over each section. Using a very basic ap-
proximation of an assumed mode γ(x) equal to the exact solution for a cantilevered
beam known from equation (5.33), Rayleigh’s quotient can provide an estimate of
the desired value. Starting with equation (5.26),
EI W ′′′′ = m λW, (5.48)
Rayleigh’s method with a single trial function W = γ takes the form
∫ L
0
EI(x) (γ(x)′′)2 dx = λ
∫ L
0
m(x) γ(x)2 dx (5.49)
λ = ω2 = (
∫ L
0
EI(x) (γ(x)′′)2 dx) / (
∫ L
0





m(x) γ(x)2 dx) / (
∫ L
0
I(x) (γ(x)′′)2 dx), (5.51)
where each integral is split up over as many discrete regions as necessary where
I(x) and m(x) vary. In the instance of the wire from Figure 5.21 that has an entire
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second wire attached from L/2 outward, over 0 ≤ x ≤ L/2 the mass and moment of
inertia have the form m(x) = m and I(x) = I = π d4/64, while from L/2 < x ≤ L
they are m(x) = 2m and I(x) = I + πd4/4. Fortunately this approximate method
was not needed for the primary results introduced below.
5.3.2 Initial Results
Using the resonance technique, the elastic moduli of several Galfenol nanowires
were characterized. The results presented in Table 5.3 show that there appear to be
two distinct stiffness values of approximately 45 and 97 GPa, strongly suggesting
a difference in composition, texture, or other fundamental property between wires
5-6 and 7-8. It is also important to note that the former pair were from the same
batch of wires as those tested with the tensile method, meaning that the 45 GPa
value needs to be reconciled with the ≈ 60 GPa number obtained previously.
The explanation for this variation is that it is known that the resonance method
produces only a lower bound of the elastic modulus due to two primary sources of
error. The first is that the EBID weld cantilevering the nanowire is not a perfect
fixed condition, and any allowable deflection or rotation at the base will significantly
lower the resonance frequency. As with the tensile specimen attachment, previous
work [39] suggests that this imperfect boundary condition can lead to an underes-
timation of f0 by as much as 25%, so long weld times are alloted to minimize this
problem. Nonetheless, if the true resonance frequency is just 10% higher than listed
in Table 5.3, it results in an increase of E of nearly 20%. The second factor in pro-
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Table 5.3: Resonance testing results from nanowire samples.
Wire No. Diameter Length Resonance Frequency Young’s Modulus
[nm] [µm] [kHz] [GPa]
5 100±5 19.4±0.1 86.6±0.05 44±9
6 120±5 11.6±0.1 304.3±0.05 46±8
7 225±5 7.88±0.1 1781.1±0.05 96±10
8 125±5 4.43±0.1 3143.0±0.05 97±17
ducing a lower bound estimate is that the observed wire length is only a projection
within the SEM. Any tilt in the z direction into or out of the plane will cause the
measured value to be less than the true length. This can be exacerbated by the
AFM probes having wedge shaped tips with slanted faces onto which the nanowires
are attached. In the worst case, the 15◦ tilt on the OTESPA tip will underestimate
L by 3.5%, which translates into E being potentially 15% greater. Together, these
two issues can easily add up to 38% to the values of E listed in the results in addition
to the natural measurement uncertainty still present.
Looking again at the results from wires 5-6, the added effects can potentially
bump the moduli up to 62 GPa, much closer to the tensile values which themselves
are still lower bounds as well. This certainly does nothing to explain the data
from wires 7-8, however. The large discrepancy between these numbers prompted
additional characterization of the nanowire samples, starting with an analysis of
the chemical composition as the properties of bulk Galfenol are known to vary
significantly with gallium content.
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Figure 5.25: Image of a copper TEM sample grid with fine carbon mesh
upon which the nanowires are placed.
5.4 Composition Analysis
The composition experiments were carried out using the JEOL 2100F trans-
mitting electron microscope (TEM) in the Nanoscale Imaging Spectroscopy and
Properties (NISP) Lab. Dr. Cumings and his student Xi Qi kindly provided assis-
tance in accessing and using the machine. In order to prepare the sample, nanowires
were scraped from their original arrays onto copper TEM grids that have a fine
carbon mesh as shown in Figure 5.25. After loading the sample grid a few high
resolution images were taken, revealing nanowires with a very non-uniform contrast
and an apparent oxide coating (see Figures 5.26 and 5.27).
The actual chemical analysis was performed with energy dispersive x-ray spec-
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Figure 5.26: TEM micrograph revealing very rough nanowires with a
large contrast non-uniformity across the surface. The lighter, randomly
sized structures in the background are the carbon mesh of the TEM grid.
Figure 5.27: High resolution image of a Galfenol nanowire, showing both
the spotted appearance and the potential presence of an oxide layer on
the surface to the right.
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troscopy (EDS, alternatively EDX), a technique that examines the characteristic
x-rays emitted by matter that has been excited with a beam of high energy elec-
trons [55]. By measuring the quantity of the emitted x-rays as well as their energy,
the elemental composition of the sample can be determined. While there are alter-
nate methods that provide greater chemical resolution, they often can only look for
one element at a time, whereas EDS allows an entire spectrum to be collected at
once. The specific EDS equipment attached to the TEM is an Oxford Instruments
INCAx-sight detector system.
EDS was performed on several different nanowire configurations, including
both single wires and larger clusters, from multiple points on the TEM grid. Due to
the makeup of the sample grid itself, copper and carbon peaks were ignored in the
analysis. The results were found to be very consistent, and an example output from
one such scan is displayed in Table 5.4 and Figure 5.28, revealing a large number of
contaminant elements and a very low gallium content. While the presence of each
element other than iron and gallium is undesirable, they are at least understandable
considering that the nanowires are fabricated in alumina templates (Al and O),
etched with phosphoric and chromic acids (P and Cr), placed on silicon wafers (Si),
and exposed to the air environment (O). Fortunately the relative strength of these
signals are low enough to be ignored, with the exception of course of the oxygen.
It is known that EDS has difficulties accurately measuring elements such as oxygen
with very low energy x-ray emissions, but experience with the bulk Galfenol alloys
suggests that there is some truth to the 17 at. % O, as it is highly likely that an iron-
oxide layer forms on the nanowire surface. Even so, the primary cause for concern
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Table 5.4: EDS composition results.









in this data is that when looking only at the iron-gallium ratio, the results were
always on the order of Fe96Ga4, far below the expected 15-20 at. % Ga range for
optimum magnetostriction. This information was rather surprising to Dr. Stadler’s
nanowire fabrication group, and modifications were made to their procedure that
alleviated this issue.
Another interesting observation arose from the nanowire presented in Figure
5.29, where there is an apparent change from a highly non-uniform appearance near
the top to a much smoother surface over the bottom half. A moving EDS scan
performed along the length of this wire discovered that while the upper section is
iron-gallium, the lower end is pure copper. As previous scans implicitly ignored Cu
peaks due to the TEM grid, this information was missed even when analyzing a
zoomed out cluster of several wires. It is known that copper is briefly sputtered
onto the backside of the AAO template in order to create an electrode for the elec-
trochemical deposition process, but it turns out that this results in every nanowire
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Figure 5.28: An example EDS spectrum collected from the early samples
of Galfenol nanowires.
having a copper stub at the end that can be up to 5 µm long. In mechanical exper-
iments where the nanowire is forcibly extracted from the array, it is likely that the
Cu fragment breaks off from the Galfenol section and does not interfere with the
data, but any test utilizing loose wires could potentially still have the copper piece
attached to one end. This revelation might help explain the apparently anomalous
97 GPa elastic modulus value measured for wires 7-8 during the previous resonance
testing, as it is quite possible that the wrong end was fixed to the AFM tip and
therefore copper’s 110 GPa modulus would dominate the resonant behavior.
5.5 Final Results and Discussion
In response to the poor composition found in the early batches of Galfenol
nanowires, the deposition procedure was improved and a new sample was made.
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Figure 5.29: TEM image revealing a noticeable transition in appearance
from the rough texture observed previously to a smoother, more uniform,
surface over the lower half of the wire. EDS scans discovered that this
an interface between iron-gallium and copper segments.
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Immediately after fabrication at the University of Minnesota, the array was cleaved
in two and the composition was tested via an SEM w/ EDS instrument along one
of the exposed sides of the matrix. The measured gallium content was 16.2 ± 1.2
at. %. After shipping the sample, it was tested again on the TEM in the NISP Lab
for the sake of comparison. Fortunately, four consecutive measurements of different
wires produced gallium ratios of 16.52, 18.84, 19.20, and 17.49 at. %, well within the
desired range. Experience has shown that the variability in these numbers is caused
by a lingering composition gradient along the length of the wires that persists even
in ideal conditions, but it is still much better than having next to no gallium at all.
A TEM micrograph of one of these new wires is displayed in Figure 5.30, and
shows a fair amount of variation in diameter but is on average slightly thinner than
previous specimens. This array of wires was placed back into the nanomanipulator,
and now being aware of the copper, one Galfenol wire was successfully clamped onto
an AFM tip for resonance testing. The result shown in Figure 5.31 was that the wire
resonated at 4.73 MHz, producing a calculated Young’s modulus bounded between
158 and 181 GPa. This number bears no resemblance to the prior experiments, but
does agree quite well with the 160 GPa value for bulk Galfenol with a [110] crystal
texture [71]. Recently, Dr. James at the University of Minnesota theoretically
predicted that the nanowires would grow with a [110] orientation based on the
results of his micromagnetic modeling. Due to the confirmation that this sample has
the desired composition for Galfenol, it is concluded that these results complement
one another and that the measured modulus does represent the [110] texture. The
exact source of the 60 GPa values obtained from the preliminary samples is assumed
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Figure 5.30: TEM image of a nanowire from the new batch with high
gallium content, showing that the diameter varies along the length.
to be the various oxides and contaminants that can alter the stoichiometry, form
load-bearing oxide layers, and introduce stress concentrations.
The overall conclusion from the mechanical testing is that despite a variety of
challenges including large experimental errors and samples of unknown structure,
it is clear that the nanowires exhibit properties that facilitate their implementation
as artificial cilia sensors. Every nanowire displayed linear elastic deformations with
large strain potential due to the greatly increased tensile strength, and failure al-
ways occurred as a brittle fracture. The elastic moduli initially showed a strong
variation with testing method and sample batch, but once a nanowire sample of
confirmed composition was manufactured the results agree well with expectations.
The methodology for characterizing nanowires has been developed and improved,
and the desired mechanical properties have been sufficiently identified.
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Figure 5.31: A nanowire from the high gallium sample resonating at
4.73 MHz, which corresponds to a modulus of approximately 160 GPa,




Characterization of Nanowire Magnetic Structure
6.1 Objectives
In order to complement the mechanical testing and fully understand the mag-
netoelastic behavior of iron-gallium nanowires, the magnetic domain structure must
be characterized. The first goal of this chapter is to modify the free energy model de-
tailed in Chapter 3 to predict the equilibrium magnetic state of Galfenol nanowires.
Fundamental differences from the bulk material will be noted and their implications
for the artificial cilia sensor design will be discussed.
The other paramount objective is to verify the prediction with direct obser-
vation of the nanowire domain structure. The experimental validation will be per-
formed primarily with magnetic force microscopy (MFM), and the specific methods
and techniques used in this research will be outlined. Once the magnetic struc-
ture of the nanowires is confirmed, this work will directly lead into studying the




The Armstrong free energy model that was constructed for macroscale simula-
tions provides a solid framework for investigating magnetic nanowires. As discussed
at the end of Chapter 3, only cosmetic changes to the energy terms are needed to
make them applicable to the Galfenol nanowires. The most significant of these is
that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy needs to account for easy axes at 45◦ due
to the [110] texture in the electrochemically deposited wires. The magnetic energy
will be zero because no field is applied during experiments, and the magnetoelastic
term is unchanged.
In micromagnetic modeling, the exchange coupling plays a greater role than
it did at the macroscale and therefore needs to be integrated into the total energy.
As a quantum mechanical construct, the origin and derivation [152] of the exchange
coupling is not typically presented, as explained by Kittel:
The relevant result... may be summarized by saying that there is a
term of electrostatic origin, which does not enter on strictly classical
dynamics, in the energy of interaction between neighboring atoms, and
this term tends to orient the electron spins of the atoms either parallel
or antiparallel to each other...
In this review we are taking for granted the existence of an exchange
interaction with the specified properties, as it is not possible in this
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space to develop the necessary background of quantum theory. [75]
The exchange energy equation rewritten here
Eex = A ((∇α1)2 + (∇α2)2 + (∇α3)2), (6.1)
is traditionally the starting point for including the exchange coupling in magnetic
domain models. In the bulk material this energy contribution was negligible because
the volume fraction of domain walls in the sample is incredibly small, but at some
length scale this term will become significant.
The other contribution that must be added is the magnetostatic energy that
leads to shape anisotropy. This term originates when a magnetized material forms
poles at different locations within the body of the sample, and as such is directly
dependent on the sample geometry. A spherical body, for example, can be magne-
tized equally easily in any direction of applied field, but other shapes are generally
easier to magnetize along their longer axis. As such, they tend to form north and
south poles at opposite ends of the material, the presence of which contributes a
magnetic field directed from the north to the south. This field is directly opposed
to the original sample magnetization that formed the poles, and as a result acts to
demagnetize the material. The strength of this demagnetizing field Hd is directly
related to the magnetization M that creates it,
Hd = −Nd M, (6.2)
where Nd represents the demagnetization factor in a given direction. The demagne-
tization factors are dimensionless and sum to unity in the SI system,
Nx +Ny +Nz = 1. (6.3)
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of the prolate spheroid geometry used to approx-
imate the Galfenol nanowires.
The value of N varies with the geometry of the sample and the direction of interest,
but analytical solutions have only been derived for ellipsoids [105, 18, 76]. While
numerical estimations are possible for alternate geometries, magnetic nanowire mod-
eling approximates the long cylinder as a prolate spheroid where c > a = b, as shown
in Figure 6.1. The aspect ratio of the nanowire c/a determines the exact demag-
netization factors (see Figure 6.2), but they range from Nx = Ny = Nz = 1/3 in a
sphere to Nx = 0, Ny = Nz = 1/2 in an infinitely long cylinder.
Analogous to the magnetic energy associated with a magnetized sample in an
external field, there is a magnetostatic self energy associated with the demagnetizing










which for the infinite cylinder ranges from zero along the wire axis (Nx = 0) to a
maximum value when magnetized perpendicularly (Ny = Nz = 1/2). The difference
in energy cost between these two configurations is known as the shape anisotropy,
which in the case of the prolate spheroid is a uniaxial anisotropy term favoring the
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Figure 6.2: Calculated demagnetization factors for a prolate spheroid of
varying aspect ratio. The infinite cylinder limit has Nx = 0 along the
nanowire axis and Nz =
1
2
along the radial dimension.
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long axis of the nanowire. For modeling purposes this is expressed in terms of the









The formation of magnetic domains results from a balance between the ex-
change and magnetostatic energies. Figure 6.3 displays a ferromagnetic material
with different domain structures. When the sample is uniformly magnetized in a
single domain, poles form at the ends and the demagnetization energy is quite large
(a). It is therefore favorable to have the crystal split into two oppositely oriented
domains (b), which effectively cuts the magnetostatic energy in half due to the re-
duction in demagnetizing field. Of course, there is now an exchange energy cost as
the moments in each domain are not parallel. This process will continue (c) until
the exchange energy cost of adding an additional domain wall is higher than the
reduction in demagnetization energy. In some materials, it is possible for closure
domains to form near the ends of a crystal that are oriented perpendicular to the
bulk magnetization. The advantage of this formation, shown in Figure 6.4, is that
the magnetic path is a complete circuit and no poles form on the surface. The forma-
tion of closure domains oriented 90◦ from the bulk magnetization generally requires
a favorable magnetocrystalline anisotropy, such as the family of < 100 > directions
in cubic iron-based alloys. In materials with a uniaxial magnetocrystalline energy,
such as hexagonal cobalt, these closure domains have their own high energy costs
and the structure in Figure 6.3(c) would actually be preferred.
From the competition between the exchange and magnetostatic energies, there
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Figure 6.3: Diagram of the formation of magnetic domains. A single
domain sample has zero exchange coupling expense but a large mag-
netostatic energy (a). Dividing the sample into two domains decreases
the demagnetizing field but adds exchange energy (b). This process will
continue until an energy equilibrium is reached (c).
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Figure 6.4: Possible configurations for the closure domains that often
form in cubic ferromagnetic materials, creating a complete magnetic flux
path and eliminating magnetostatic energy.
is a critical size below which a particle will remain single domain, as any domain
wall formation would prove too costly with respect to the exchange coupling. This






which assuming a nominal A = 1×10−11 J/m yields an exchange length of lex = 2.7
nm. While this value is significantly smaller than the nanowire structures of interest
in this work, it only represents the length scale below which the particle must be
single domain; other factors make it easily possible for samples an order of magnitude
or two larger to also maintain a single magnetic domain state.
The estimation of the critical radius below which a prolate spheroid will remain
single domain is borrowed from Frei et al. [49], where the exchange energy of equation
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(6.1) is calculated using the direction cosines α1 = cos θ, α2 = 0, α3 = sin θ. This





and the maximum is taken when θ = π/2 to be Eex = A/r
2, where r is the radial
coordinate in the ellipsoid. From [49], the mean total energy can then be determined
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where a0 is again the lattice parameter and from Figure 6.1 a and c are the lengths
of the short and long ellipsoid radii, respectively. This energy Ēex is set equal to





s from equation (6.4) to yield the implicit










that needs to be solved iteratively. Figure 6.5 graphs the change in critical radius
with the demagnetization factor Nd = Nx along the axis, revealing that as the
aspect ratio increases, the greater shape anisotropy enables larger width nanowires
to remain in a single domain state. As most of the nanowires studied in this research
have diameters of approximately 100 nm, those at least 500 nm long should fall just
within the single domain range predicted by the theory.
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Figure 6.5: Graph of the critical radius below which a Galfenol nanowire
(Ms = 1456× 103 A/m, a0 = 0.286 nm, and A = 1× 10−11 J/m) should
remain single domain vs. the demagnetization factor along the axis. As
this factor is based solely on geometry, the location of a few common
aspect ratios (10, 5, and 1) are flagged. Adapted from [133].
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Table 6.1: Maximum cost of each energy term for an unfavorable orientation.
Energy Term Maximum Cost [erg/cm3]
Exchange Coupling 3× 104
Magnetocrystalline Anisotropy 3× 105
Magnetoelastic 2.5× 103 / MPa
Shape Anisotropy 7× 106
6.2.2 Expected Domain Structure
Including the shape anisotropy into the total energy significantly alters the
costs of unfavorable magnetization directions. Figure 6.6 shows an example of the
energy cost associated with every possible angle of the magnetization, with 0◦ rep-
resenting along the nanowire axis. Despite having a 500 MPa compressive load
applied in the simulation, the shape anisotropy dominates the response and en-
forces the nanowires to maintain a 0◦ or 180◦ orientation, a single axial domain that
should flip only between these two stable states in agreement with the prior criti-
cal radius approximation. Table 6.1 lists the maximum energy cost of each term,
confirming that the demagnetization is an order of magnitude higher than the rest.
This result was further validated with Magpar v0.8, a micromagnetics FEM
package solving the Landau-Lifshitz equation [79] that was configured for Galfenol
by Chaitanya Mudivarthi [2]. A cylinder was created and meshed by extruding a 100
nm diameter circle 10 µm in the x direction. Using the standard Galfenol magnetic
modeling coefficients, the M -H curve was simulated as presented in Figure 6.7.
This prediction of a very rectangular magnetization profile agrees with the previous
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Figure 6.6: Energy cost associated with each possible angle for the mag-
netization vector in a typical Galfenol nanowire 100 nm in diameter and
10 µm long. Despite a simulated 500 MPa of compression applied to the
wire axis, the demagnetization energy imparts a huge shape anisotropy
that tends to strongly prefer only axial orientations (0◦ and 180◦).
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Figure 6.7: Micromagnetics FEM analysis of the magnetization curve
for a 100 nm diameter, 10 µm long Galfenol nanowire.
theory that the nanowire will have only the two axial magnetization states, and will
flip suddenly between them at the coercive field of 138 Oe.
A final consideration is the interaction between adjacent nanowires within the
close packed array. The magnetostatic field emanating from the poled wires will act
as a source of external magnetic field energy on near neighbors. The strength of











where y is the distance away from the dipole created by a nanowire of length L and
diameter d. This term is found to weaken significantly with increasing length, such
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Figure 6.8: Plot of magnetic field strength versus radial distance from the
nanowire dipole for several geometries. In all cases the field of interaction
between adjacent wires is quite low and is ignored in calculations of the
domain structure, but this magnitude increases sharply as aspect ratio
decreases. As such, it should be possible to create antiferromagnetic
ordering in a packed array of short nanowires [64].
that typical wires 10 µm long and 100 nm in diameter generate an axial field of only
11 Oe at a spacing of 100 nm indicative of fully packed nanowire arrays. Figure 6.8
graphs the variation in field with distance for a few nominal nanowire geometries.
These results suggest that in the vast majority of cases this effect will be negligible
to the demagnetization and magnetoelastic energies, but in the right circumstances




6.3.1 Magnetic Force Microscopy
MFM is a powerful tool for imaging the micromagnetic structure of various
materials [90, 118]. Numerous experimental approaches to this challenge have been
developed in recent years, including electron holography [141], polarized SEM [122],
Lorentz TEM [134, 110], and magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) microscopy [121].
MFM provides some distinct advantages for this research, such as a convenient
experimental setup that has no environmental constraints, requiring little sample
preparation, being relatively insensitive to surface contaminants, and a high spatial
resolution that can distinguish key features of the nanowires.
The MFM technique is an advanced operating mode of the Dimension 3100
AFM from Veeco Instruments, Inc. The general AFM procedure involves scanning
a vibrating AFM cantilever along a sample, where the atomic forces between the
surface and the sharp probe tip interact to damp out the oscillations. A laser is
reflected off of the back of the cantilever onto a photodetector, the voltage amplitude
of which is tracked with a PID controller. The height profile followed by the AFM
probe that keeps the photodetector voltage uniform is a direct measure of the surface
features, and by scanning over an arbitrary area the entire topography of the sample
can be imaged. There are many variations upon this theme [131, 37, 169, 120] that
have uses in material science, microbiology, and other fields of research.
The same instrument and setup are used for MFM scans, with the only dif-
ference in preparation being that the chosen probe is coated with a sputtered thin
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film of magnetic material. As a result, the tip has its own magnetic moment and
now the amplitude and frequency of the cantilever vibrations will be affected by not
only the surface atomic forces but also any stray magnetic field emanating from the
sample. The scan is conducted in the original manner by first acquiring the height
data, but then a second interleave scan is initiated during which the MFM tip is
lifted a set distance above the surface. In order to subtract out the influences of
the surface, the raised tip traces out the known topographical profile while feeling
only the effects of magnetic force as a shift in the cantilever resonance frequency,












where f0 is the nominal resonance frequency shifted by ∆f , k is the cantilever
spring stiffness, Q is the mechanical quality factor, ∆ϕ is the phase shift, and F is
the magnetic force on the tip in the surface normal direction z. A schematic of the
MFM procedure is presented in Figure 6.9, and an example result of the difference
between the topography and the magnetic phase observed on a strip of recording
tape is shown in Figure 6.10.
This method of observation does have some inherent limitations, however. The
geometry of the tip constrains the sensitivity to stray fields that are primarily nor-
mal to the sample surface, which means that in plane magnetization vectors are
very difficult to image. In many cases only the boundaries between domains are
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Figure 6.9: Diagram of the MFM procedure on a sample with magnetic
domains displayed in red. The probe tip first scans the surface (a) to
produce the topographic information (b). The tip is then raised above
the surface to the prescribed lift height and traces out the known topog-
raphy in order to maintain a constant separation from the surface (c).
Now the magnetic probe feels only the effects of the magnetic domains,




Figure 6.10: Result of MFM scan on a piece of magnetic recording tape.
The height data (a) shows a rather uniform surface while the phase plot
(b) easily picks out the underlying magnetic bits written on the sample.
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observable, which is complicated by the fact that the measured MFM images do not
map to a unique sample domain structure [151]. For example, a series of magneti-
zation vectors oriented into and out of the material surface would appear as a set
of alternating bright and dark regions as depicted in Figure 6.11(a). However, the
same stray field pattern, and hence MFM result, would be generated by the configu-
ration of in plane domains shown in Figure 6.11(b). In most applications the proper
interpretation of MFM data requires a human estimation of the highest likelihood
domain structure. A final criticism of MFM is that converting the raw phase or
frequency shift data into quantifiable magnetic units requires detailed knowledge of
the tip’s magnetic moment, information that must be characterized independently
for each probe. While there are a few accepted methods [113, 54] for this process,
it is not generally carried out for normal MFM operation.
6.3.2 Scanning Procedure
The experimental procedure begins by depositing loose nanowires that have
been suspended in isopropanol onto a silicon wafer. The sample is typically loaded
first into the SEM in order to visualize the surface and locate promising regions that
have numerous scattered wires lying about. Dense clusters of wires are generally
avoided because they make the interpretation of the MFM images more difficult
and can have relatively tall vertical features that are potentially problematic. The
coordinates of various landmarks in the SEM observations are noted in order to use
them as references for positioning the MFM and locating ideal wires. As Figure
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Figure 6.11: Diagram of two distinct magnetic domain structures pro-
ducing the same stray field, demonstrating that exact determination of
the sample magnetization is not possible with the MFM technique.
6.12 demonstrates, the resolution of the optical camera attached to the Dimension
3100 is inadequate for identifying all but the largest nanowire structures.
For the bulk of the results presented in this work, MESP-HM probes from
Veeco were used. These are structurally equivalent to the FESP models used for
mechanical testing, but have a 10 - 150 nm layer of Co/Cr coating the surface. The
magnetic moment of the tip dipole approximation is rated as > 3× 10−13 emu, with
a coercivity of 400 Oe. In comparison with the standard MESP MFM probe, the
high moment model offers increased sensitivity at the cost of a higher tip stray field
that can potentially change the magnetization of soft samples, but this concern is
minimal for Galfenol nanowires based upon the results of the theory.
Area scans were typically performed to image several scattered nanowires at
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Figure 6.12: Image taken with the optical camera incorporated into the
AFM/MFM instrument, showing that larger clusters of nanowires can be
vaguely made out but identifying ideal single wires for scanning requires
better resolution.
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once, as the lateral resolution of the MFM technique is not high enough to typically
warrant zooming in much further. The interleave scan used a lift height of 50 nm
for the majority of experiments, although there appeared to be little variation in
the result up to at least 100 nm of lift. Scanning the nanowires proved to have some
unique challenges due to the sharp height changes between the flat silicon wafer and
the wires. In order to have the MFM tip properly follow a retreating edge and yield
accurate height data, the cantilever amplitude setpoint needed to be lower than
normally suggested and the scan rate was limited to the order of 0.1 Hz, far slower
than is possible with samples with a flat polished surface.
6.3.3 MFM Results and Discussion
Relating the phase images that result from MFM scans to the magnetic domain
structure of the material can often be challenging and nonintuitive, but fortunately
single domain nanowires are one of the most straightforward samples to interpret.
Each wire should behave essentially as a bar magnet, with field lines flowing out
of the positive end and curling around into the negative end. Recalling that the
MFM probe tip responds to the out of plane field component, this implies that
the resonating tip will be phase shifted in one direction near the positive end of the
nanowire as the field lines curve upwards, have very little response over the length of
the wire where the field is parallel to the surface, and then be strongly shifted in the
opposite direction when passing over the negative wire end. Figure 6.13 diagrams
this concept, and shows that the resultant MFM phase plot should therefore reveal
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Figure 6.13: As the magnetic field lines curve around the sample, the
out of plane component is non-trivial only at the ends of the nanowires.
The opposite directions result in bright and dark points in the resultant
MFM phase plot.
opposite bright and dark spots near the tips of the wire and little contrast variation
along the length.
The phase plots measured from various nanowire samples agree strongly with
this expectation. Figure 6.14 compares the height and phase diagrams of an isolated
Galfenol nanowire, revealing the bright and dark end points. The exact sign of each
is dependent upon the arbitrary magnetization direction of the MFM tip, so for
convenience bright is labeled as positive and dark as negative. The magnitudes of
these points are plotted in the degrees of phase shift induced on the MFM cantilever,
as the calibration required to obtain magnetically quantitative data is beyond the
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Figure 6.14: Height and phase results from an MFM scan on an isolated
Galfenol nanowire, revealing the anticipated bright and dark spots at
opposite ends of the wire.
scope of this work. As a result, all analysis presented here relies only on the level
of color contrast in the MFM images.
Several other results show good agreement between the MFM scans and the
predicted single domain state. Figure 6.15 shows Galfenol wires of several different
lengths all displaying the anticipated bright and dark spots. Scans of pure nickel
wires were taken for comparison and Figure 6.16 reveals that there is little to dis-
tinguish them from the Galfenol, reaffirming that even with material coefficients of
different magnitude the theoretical single domain state still strongly holds.
In addition to the bright and dark ends, an interesting feature is that many
nanowires display a bamboo-like band structure along the length, exemplified by




Figure 6.15: MFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) images showing several
Galfenol nanowires of varying length, all of which maintain the single
domain state.
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Figure 6.16: MFM phase result from scattered nickel nanowires that also
are predominantly single domain.
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could yield this MFM result, three of which are sketched in Figure 6.18. The top
domain structure would require axially oriented ends to maintain the bright and
dark extremities, but then allow perpendicular moments along the rest of the wire
length. The problem with this configuration is that the perpendicular moments
violate both the exchange coupling and the shape anisotropy, strongly suggesting
that this is an unlikely scenario. In addition, the MFM contrast from a perpen-
dicular domain would be expected to be far greater than the weak levels observed.
An alternate possible domain structure is to have magnetically reversed segments
alternating down the length, but the stray field resulting from head-to-head or tail-
to-tail interfaces should be twice as strong as that originating from the wire ends.
As the end contrast is clearly dominant in the MFM phase plots, this scenario is
also considered unlikely. The presumed structure therefore takes the form of Figure
6.18(c), where the wire is still globally behaving as a dipole but is broken up into
multiple sections with a slight misalignment. Each skew in the magnetization angle
occurs at either a defect in the lattice or possibly a complete grain boundary, but
the gradient of the stray field resulting from each interface will be far less than that
exhibited by the two nanowire ends.
Similar conclusions have been reached from MFM analysis of other magnetic
nanowires in the limited amount of literature available. A study of Ni wires [104]
found exclusively single domain structures in wires with diameters up to 1 µm, with
validation via SQUID magnetometry. The light band structure noticeable in the
Galfenol nanowires was also observed in Co wires [50, 45, 109] and believed to have
a similar root cause by interpreting the MFM images as charge mapping [60]. Ad-
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Figure 6.17: MFM phase result from scattered Galfenol nanowires.
There is a distinct bamboo-like band structure along most the wire
lengths.
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Figure 6.18: Possible domain configurations for the observed nanowires
with bands of contrast along the length. The structures in (a) and (b)
are less likely than (c), where the magnetization remains primarily axial.
Adapted from [14].
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ditional results have identified segments of alternating magnetization in multilayer
Ni/Cu and Co/Cu wires [94, 126, 84, 136], and in one instance even located a Co/Cu
wire exhibiting both axial and perpendicular magnetic domains due to the unique
balance of magnetocrystalline and shape anisotropies [14].
There are a few sources of error that can corrupt the accuracy of the MFM
phase images. In some instances features of the height data creep into the phase
plot, particularly in cases where the lift height is low or the topography is especially
hard to trace. More commonly however, there are bumps or branches along the
surface of the nanowires that emit stray magnetic field contributions that belie the
actual magnetization directions of those regions. Figure 6.19 reveals that these
outcroppings from the wire surface have corresponding bright spots in the phase
data as any field lines that deviate into this region will partially jump into the air
rather than curve back into the core of the wire. Many of the nanowires displayed in
the SEM pictures presented in Chapter 5 were relatively free of these problems, but
some nanowire batches like those in Figure 6.20 are plagued by them. A final error
that can arise during any general AFM operation is when a probe tip has multiple
points of contact that each interact with the surface, usually as the result of fracture
or particle adhesion. The results can range from simply a blurry image to the false
doubling of every structure as shown in Figure 6.21.
The last interesting result of the MFM studies is the further validation of there
often being a purely copper segment at the end of Galfenol nanowires. Figure 6.22
shows a sample that has the bright spot at one end but the corresponding dark
point near the center of the wire, and no phase contrast over the remainder of the
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Figure 6.19: MFM data revealing that bumps on the surface of the
nanowire height data (a) manifest as bright spots in the corresponding
phase image (b). These false spots greatly increase the difficulty in
interpreting the MFM results.
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Figure 6.20: SEM image of a nanowire sample that has a significant
number of branching defects on the surface, each of which can corrupt
the true magnetization profile measured by MFM.
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Figure 6.21: MFM amplitude image scanned with a faulty probe tip that
has multiple points. Each nanowire is doubled as compared with Figure
6.15(a), although in many cases the result is simply a loss of clarity in
the images.
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Figure 6.22: Height (a) and phase (b) results showing a distinct magnetic
Galfenol upper section and a nonmagnetic segment at the lower end
expected to be copper based on the results of composition analysis.
length. The simplest explanation for this result is that Galfenol makes up the upper
portion of the wire while the rest consists of copper. One of the reasons that this
is not observed more universally is that the wires tend to break off at this junction
due to a lattice parameter mismatch, as Figure 6.23 demonstrates.
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Figure 6.23: SEM image of an array that apparently consists of long
Galfenol nanowires grown atop short copper stubs. The entire forward
portion of the array has nothing left but these copper segments, implying
that the material interface is a weak point prone to breakage.
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6.3.4 Lorentz TEM Verification
An alternate means of viewing the magnetic domain structure is with Lorentz
TEM [16, 40, 168, 6] utilizing the JEOL 2100F instrument that was used for the
EDS analysis. In this technique, when high energy electrons penetrate a sample
with a magnetic domain structure, they are deflected from their normal course due
to the action of the Lorentz force, which follows the equation
F = q v×B, (6.15)
where F is the force, q is the particle charge, v is the velocity vector of the particle,
and B is the magnetic induction vector. When the TEM image is intentionally
defocused, the shift in image intensity due to this electron deflection can be observed
as a bright or dark line along the domain boundary. In the case of an axially
magnetized nanowire, the vector cross product in equation (6.15) will push the
electrons uniformly to one side of the wire diameter, highlighting one continuous
edge.
In practice, this is exactly what is observed. Figure 6.24 shows an isolated
Galfenol nanowire lying on the carbon mesh of the TEM grid, with a white line
running down the length that is slightly off-center favoring the bottom side. Based
upon the Lorentz force, this implies a uniform axial magnetization pointing to the
left. In every nanowire imaged in this manner, no instances of a white stripe jumping
from one side to another along the length were found, which would have indicated
alternating segments of inverse magnetization. With the assistance of Dr. Cumings,
a wire domain was observed to flip between its up and down axial states by rotating it
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Figure 6.24: Lorentz TEM images of Galfenol nanowires on the carbon
mesh. The bright stripe running along the length is slightly closer to
the bottom, which implies a single axial domain oriented to the left. If
multiple domain segments were present, the line would jump to the other
side of the nanowire at each boundary.
within the field. Figure 6.25 shows two consecutive images of the highlight changing
sides, and the field at which this switching occurred was estimated to be 110 Oe.
Referring to Figure 6.7, the FEM simulation supports this by having no intermediate
state between the +Ms and −Ms configurations and having a predicted coercivity
of 138 Oe.
The primary result of this chapter is that the strong nanowire anisotropy
promotes axial magnetization without the need for externally applied fields. The
implication of this with regard to artificial cilia devices is that it removes a possi-
ble design challenge of accurately applying a field to these structures that does not
interfere with the remainder of the sensor. With the nanowires naturally at satu-




Figure 6.25: Rotating the nanowire in the field caused the magnetization
to flip from the initial state oriented to the right (a) to the opposite
direction (b). There was a distinct lack of an intermediate state in
agreement with the very square magnetization curve predicted for these
nanowires.
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will be maximized. These properties should also have value in numerous other ap-
plications [56, 160, 57, 117] including biomagnetics, data storage, and microfluidics
where there is a clear advantage to having ferromagnetic materials with only two
stable and clearly defined states.
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Chapter 7
Magneto-mechanical Coupling in Galfenol Nanowires
7.1 Challenges
Knowledge of the mechanical and magnetic properties of Galfenol nanowires
segues into studying the magnetostrictive transduction on which sensor and actuator
applications rely. Characterizing this coupling has proved to be a difficult task, and
in many cases the results suggest that the samples require structural modification
or improved integration before the desired transduction can be practically realized.
Despite these conclusions, this chapter details the novel methodology used to inves-
tigate the magneto-mechanical coupling in Galfenol nanowires, taking advantage of
the different experimental techniques described previously.
Experimentally characterizing the sensing magnetostriction in macroscale Galfenol
samples requires measuring the change in magnetic induction with applied stress.
This approach immediately highlights two potential challenges of reprising this data
from the nanowire samples. First there is the matter of applying stress to individual
nanowires in a controllable manner, specifically in pure bending to accurately simu-
late the loading in artificial cilia. In addition, measuring any magnetic data from a
nanowire poses a significant obstacle. The traditional pickup coil cannot be wound
around each wire, leaving Hall effect and GMR devices as the primary options, but
there are still issues with the size mismatch of bonding nanowire arrays onto even
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microscale sensors due to the rapid decay in magnetic field strength with distance.
The other primary concern stems from the results of Chapter 6, namely that
the equilibrium state for essentially every nanowire is a single axial domain. From
Table 6.1 it is clear that in wires with typical geometry, a stress on the order of
GPa’s may need to be applied before a legitimate competition arises between the
magnetoelastic and demagnetization energies. The wire diameter falling just un-
der the critical value of a single domain state prohibits the formation of multiple
domains that could potentially rotate with stress and directly decrease the wire
magnetization. With these concerns in mind, attempts have been made to observe
the effect of bending stress on the magnetic domain structure of individual Galfenol
nanowires.
7.2 Static Bending Experiments
7.2.1 Nanowire Bending Procedure
The nanomanipulator device can be used to bend nanowires both within and
freed from the array, but the SEM imaging offers no means of observing magnetic
domains. The MFM instrument provides the most straightforward means of exam-
ining the magnetic structure of the nanowires, but the scanning probe nature of the
technique presents other limitations. While the nanomanipulator can be placed onto
the MFM sample stage, there is no means of visualization outside of the inadequate
optical camera. Thought was given to finding and bending a wire within the SEM
as normal and then transferring the entire setup to the MFM, but not only is it
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incredibly unlikely that the nanowire will remain in place during the move, but the
MFM does not work well when trying to scan something suspended above a surface.
When the probe tip is over the nanowire and the manipulator AFM tip bending it,
the MFM process should behave as expected, but once the probe moves over the
empty space on either side of the nanowire the controller will fully extend 6.34 µm
downward in an attempt to locate the surface again, during which time it will likely
crash into the nanowire or its attachments.
As a result, conducting static bending experiments requires first bending the
nanowires within the SEM, holding them in the bent position while attached to a
flat surface, and then observing the resultant domain structure in the MFM. This
begins by depositing the nanowires onto a silicon wafer that is placed flat in the
nanomanipulator. The goal is to have the AFM tip attached to the manipulator
drag along the silicon surface, bending any nanowires that are in its path. The
typical setup used for mechanical testing called for the AFM probes to be mounted
vertically, such that the full profile can be seen in the SEM field of view. In order for
the sharp tip to access the silicon wafer, the probe needs to be rotated 90◦ so that
it points downward as in normal AFM operation. When in this position however,
the width of the cantilever itself blocks observation of the tip actually impacting the
surface and interacting with the nanowires. Therefore, for this procedure the AFM
probe is mounted on the manipulator at approximately 45◦ from vertical, sufficient
to make the point of the tip be the lowest feature and contact the surface first, but
not enough to prevent observation. Figure 7.1 shows an SEM image of a probe tilted
in this manner above the nanowires scattered on the silicon below.
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Figure 7.1: Micrograph of an OTESPA model AFM probe tilted within
the manipulator stage to allow the tip to access the Galfenol nanowires
scattered on the silicon surface.
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Figure 7.2: SEM image of nanowires bent with the manipulator and held
in place with EBID welds. The central wire has a bright weld point at
the lower right fixed end, and two less sharp weld points long the length.
Another example can be seen in the upper right corner of the image.
In order to force the nanowires to bend as if they were cantilevered, once a
select wire is identified an EBID weld is applied to one end in order to firmly attach
it to the silicon. The AFM tip is them moved perpendicular to the wire axis out
near the free end in order to bend the nanowire into the desired deformed shape.
Another set of welds are performed at this end to statically hold the wire in the bent
position as shown in Figure 7.2, allowing the MFM to be performed on samples with
substantial bending stresses.
As usual, there are some interesting scenarios that arise during this process.
The most problematic is that in many cases the wires strongly resisted being bent,
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where the AFM tip would simply move over the top of the wire and continue on its
way. Assuming that there was simply minor attractive forces between the nanowire
and the silicon holding it in place, the AFM tip was moved further downward to
increase the force applied, but in some cases this resulted in the nanowire literally
being crushed rather than deflecting. Figure 7.3 reveals one extreme example, where
the tail end of the sample is smashed into the silicon. Based upon earlier experiences,
it was thought that perhaps the wires were oxidizing and becoming rigidly attached
to the silicon surface, as there is some evidence of remnant oxide in the original
position of the nanowires in Figure 7.3. A test was done by transferring a new
batch of nanowires directly from the alcohol they were suspended in to the vacuum
of the SEM chamber, limiting the air exposure and potential oxidation time. This
resulted in the first usable bent nanowires, and although the success rate was still
no greater than 50% it made a substantial difference. In several cases the wires still
broke rather than bend, but it was a much cleaner brittle fracture like depicted in
Figure 7.4 rather than the previous smashing. There were very few observations of
wires actually rolling along on the surface, but in those select cases welding the one
end adequately served its purpose.
Figure 7.5 is a sequence of images showing the position of a Galfenol nanowire
before and after bending, and Figure 7.6 reveals a wire that bent into a shape
resembling the second mode of a cantilevered beam. Once a handful of nanowires in
a particular area were bent and welded in place, the silicon wafer was removed from
the manipulator and loaded into the MFM instrument. The bent wires were located
using known distances and landmarks as usual, and the magnetic phase images were
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Figure 7.3: Micrograph of nanowires literally crushed by the AFM tip
due to significant attractive forces between the nanowire and the silicon.
In the center of the image there is an outline revealing the original po-
sition of the smashed wire, possibly residual oxide that adhered to the
silicon.
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Figure 7.4: Nanowires with limited exposure to the ambient air envi-




7.2.2 Magnetic Results and Discussion
An example of MFM data collected from a bent nanowire is presented in Figure
7.7. Despite the sharp kink in the sample there is no real contrast other than the
bright and dark ends of the still single domain wire. There is a slight darkening
near the bend that would result as the magnetization curls around, but it is still
predominantly axial. Another example is plotted in Figure 7.8, where the upper wire
exhibits a strong band structure but still has the bright and dark opposite ends. It
appears that the stress applied is inadequate to cause domain rotation, although
there is some interaction with the adjacent wire fragment that further clouds the
image on the left end of the wire.
Figure 7.9 is the lone example of a bright spot away from the ends of the wire
near the position of maximum bending stress, but unfortunately there are several
characteristics that suggest this is not representative of the magnetoelastic coupling.
First of all, if a magnetic domain was aligned along the short axis of the wire, the
phase image should be bright on one side and dark on the other, whereas this point
is uniformly bright spanning the entire diameter. In addition, if the nanowire did
contain a perpendicular domain near the midsection, the unstressed length of wire
from there to the bottom fixed end would still be magnetized axially and thus there
would likely be another dark spot to complete the flux path of this segment. Finally,




Figure 7.5: An isolated Galfenol nanowire that has been selected for
bending and had an EBID weld placed near the top end (a). After
moving the AFM tip to the left and deflecting the wire (b), it is ready
for MFM imaging with bending stress applied.
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Figure 7.6: SEM image of a successfully bent Galfenol nanowire that





Figure 7.7: MFM results showing the height (a) and magnetic phase (b)
of a nanowire bent into a sharp kink. The phase contrast reveals that




Figure 7.8: MFM data from a bent nanowire showing a very strong band
structure. Some of the phase contrast (b) at the left end of the upper
wire is likely caused by field interaction with the adjacent fragment in
the height scan (a).
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Figure 7.9: MFM phase result overlaid on the SEM image of the bent
nanowire from Figure 7.6. This wire actually has a bright spot away
from the ends, but it cannot be stated with any certainty that this is
due to stress induced domain rotation. A possible scenario is that the
bright and dark ends represent the usual axial magnetization and the
middle spot is due to the topographic defect on the surface.
right at this spot, which was shown in Chapter 6 to contribute false bright spots in
the MFM results. While these concepts do not entirely disprove the idea that there
is stress induced domain rotation in this nanowire, it remains unlikely.
A final noteworthy result is presented in Figure 7.10, which reveals that a
very sharp bend placed in one wire occurred at the interface between a length of
Galfenol and the copper end segment. This further highlights the potentially weak
structural connection between the two materials, and lessens the odds of finding a
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Figure 7.10: SEM image (a) and MFM phase plot (b) of a nanowire
with a very distinct bend. It is apparent from the magnetic data that
the bend occurred directly at the interface between the Galfenol and the
copper segment, which is entirely nonmagnetic from the bend down. The
top end of the wire (not shown in the SEM image) has the Galfenol’s
dark spot opposing the bright point at the bend.
strongly bent wire displaying magnetization rotation. Overall, it can be concluded
from these results that the bending stress applied to the nanowires is insufficient
to overcome the anisotropy and produce any substantial change in magnetization,




Characterizing the magneto-mechanical coupling via dynamic excitation was
actually the earliest experiment conceived for this research, originating from the
conceptual designs for artificial cilia devices in Chapter 1. This testing would simply
consist of attaching a nanowire array on top of a magnetic field sensor, exciting the
structures by either forcibly bending them at the tip or shaking the entire base, and
then measuring the change in magnetic field. This operating mode would directly
identify the feasibility of deploying Galfenol nanowire cilia not only in complex
acoustic devices, but also in more structurally fundamental sensors such as those
for fluid flow or tactile detection.
The single biggest challenge in obtaining this data was the incorporation of
the nanowires with the external magnetic sensor element. Initial attempts were
made to bond the copper foil attached to the backside of the array onto a Hall
effect sensor using thin layers of epoxy and other adhesives. In all cases the bond
layer that formed was found to be enormous compared to the feature size of the
nanowires, usually several µm’s thick, which prevents detecting any magnetic field
from the nanowire dipoles due to the strength falling off at a rate proportional to
the distance cubed. In addition, most of the thinnest bonds were too rigid to allow
undamaged removal of the array for additional attempts. Vacuum compatible grease
was tried, as the adhesion was just enough to ward off gravity, but the substance
ended up spreading everywhere and burying the nanowires themselves as shown in
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Figure 7.11: Micrograph revealing a nanowire array that became com-
pletely buried in vacuum compatible grease when attempting to use the
compound as an adhesive. The manner in which the grease spread onto
the top side of the sample in unknown.
Figure 7.11.
Eventually an array was affixed to a Hall probe that potentially could have de-
tected the deflection of the nanowires, but when placed inside of the SEM chamber
some combination of electrical charge and/or vacuum outgassing caused a catas-
trophic failure where some residual plastic coating on the Hall probe exploded. The
result was a strong magnetic field originating from the Hall sensor as shown in
Figure 7.12, which prevented all observation and fried an external instrument con-
nected via the SEM feedthroughs. Subsequently, most of the nanomanipulator and
SEM chamber components required cleaning as Figure 7.13 displays how there was
a distinct residue of burnt plastic.
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Figure 7.12: A Hall effect probe attached to the manipulator that burnt
out within the SEM chamber. The resultant short circuit allowed for a
strong current to flow within the sensor, generating a magnetic field that




Figure 7.13: Photograph of the fried Hall probe (a) showing the burnt
remnants of the nanowire array and the red polymer coating that left a
residual coating on all nearby manipulator components (b).
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It quickly became apparent that the approach of mounting an array onto
a macroscale sensor was rather futile, and that proper execution would require
the integration of magnetic sensors earlier in the fabrication process. Considering
that this would require a significant shift in the allocation of time and resources,
a final attempt was made to get some results from the existing samples for the
purposes of proving that the nanowire fields can at least be detected. The GMR
sensor included in the nanomanipulator that was discussed in Chapter 4 had exposed
sensing resistors that allowed direct contact with the active elements (see Figure 4.6).
If individual sections of a nanowire array could be placed onto these regions directly,
without the mm-sized piece of copper foil backing, the attractive and frictional forces
should be enough to hold them in place without the need for bonding agents. Using
the nanomanipulator capabilities and a healthy dose of patience, a few clusters of
wires were eventually moved into position on top of the GMR resistor elements.
Figures 7.14 and 7.15 demonstrate a few steps during this process. The end result
is the desired configuration of cantilevered nanowire protruding from the surface of
a microscale GMR sensor.
7.3.2 Preliminary Results
The AFM tip attached to the nanomanipulator was used to push a large
swath of the array into bending, and unsurprisingly the GMR output voltage was
a resounding zero during the entire process. The GMR operation was confirmed by




Figure 7.14: A nanowire array along the edge of a silicon wafer can be
placed onto the AFM probe by simply knocking it away from its original
position (a) and allowing it to stick to the probe via electrostatic, friction,




Figure 7.15: Nanowire array placed onto the GMR sensor by the same
principle, namely pushing it into contact and letting attractive forces
take over (a). The relative size of the placed arrays is still quite small
compared to the area of GMR resistor (b).
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Figure 7.16: A close examination of the cantilevered nanowire array
attached to the GMR sensor reveals that there is a strong possibility
that it consists entirely of copper stubs.
of the SEM vacuum chamber, ensuring that the circuit was completed and that
the bridge response was being properly recorded. In addition to all of the reasons
previously discussed, a key factor in the lack of output from this experiment could
be that the cantilevered arrays actually placed on the resistors were composed of
nothing but the short copper segments. Figure 7.16 shows that most of the Galfenol
appears to have broken off, most likely either in the original alcohol solution or
during the deposition onto the silicon. Even if a fraction of the array has full length
Galfenol wires, the extra 1 to 5 µm of spacing that the copper introduces would be
enough to prohibit field measurement on its own.
Another consideration is that it is possible that the size of the arrays used
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were simply too small. Specifically, if the local magnetic field changes affect only
the resistance of the region directly beneath the array, the total change in resistance
of that element could at best be proportional to the fraction of area covered. In
order to test this hypothesis, a cluster of long wires known to be Galfenol were
dropped onto another resistor. They could not be placed in the ideal cantilevered
configuration due to not having a fixed backing, but Figure 7.17(a) shows that
instead they actually are laying on their side in the corner. Using the manipulator, a
group of these nanowires were smashed into and subsequently pushed across the face
of the resistor. Figure 7.17(b) displays the translation of the nanowires stuck to the
AFM tip and Figure 7.18 plots the measured voltage change from the GMR sensor.
At the very minimum, it appears that the GMR resistor is capable of detecting
magnetic field changes from a small group of Galfenol nanowires that are in very
close proximity. It is hoped that this will hold true as well once the configuration is
optimized to include a large array of cantilevered nanowires with Galfenol directly
adjacent to the resistor.
Despite the lack of concrete evidence of bending transduction in Galfenol
nanowires, the approach taken in this work is a novel combination of mechanical
manipulation and magnetic characterization. The methodology is flexible enough
to be adapted to the different nanowire samples and provides a convenient means
of dynamically exciting the arrays, but accurate magnetic field measurement is still
a significant challenge. It is again noted that the efficiency of this work would be
greatly improved going forward by focusing on better integration of the GMR el-




Figure 7.17: A cluster of known Galfenol nanowires were dropped onto
a GMR resistor (a), and because they are broken off from the copper
there is no backing to cantilever them and they simply lay as is. The
AFM tip was used to push them to the left in one large step to the final
translated position (b).
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Figure 7.18: Voltage signal from the GMR Wheatstone bridge when the
cluster of nanowires was pushed across the face of the resistor as shown
in Figure 7.17, demonstrating that at the minimum the sensor is at least
capable of detecting the magnetic field from a small group of wires.
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the arrays directly onto the resistors at the start of fabrication.
7.4 Improving Transduction
Even if the experimental procedure becomes more refined, the data is still
likely to be poor due to the overbearing shape anisotropy in the Galfenol nanowires.
There are a few ways to change the relative strength of the competing energy terms
and increase the probability of having the magnetization lie off of the wire axis.
The most direct approach is to reduce the aspect ratio, greatly smoothing the M -H
curve shown in Figure 7.19 and allowing for domain structures other than axial.
The FEM model in Figure 7.20, generated using Magpar, shows that at equilibrium
with zero applied field, a nanowire with aspect ratio of only five actually forms two
opposite vortex domains at each end separated by a domain wall near the center.
While this structure certainly provides more options for magnetization rotation, the
short aspect ratio eliminates the mechanical flexibility needed for robust artificial
cilia. Another idea is to increase the diameter of the wires to somewhere substan-
tially above the critical single domain value, but doing so causes similar issues with
stiffening the overall structure and requiring additional excitation to get the desired
deflections and stresses. There also is a maximum pore size that can self-assemble
in the anodized alumina templates, and thus increasing the nanowire diameter by
an order of magnitude would call for an entirely different fabrication method.
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Figure 7.19: Micromagnetic FEM analysis of the magnetization curve
for a 100 nm diameter, 500 nm long Galfenol nanowire overlaid with the




Figure 7.20: Micromagnetic FEM prediction of a short Galfenol nanowire
with no applied field. A vortex domain forms at each end of the wire (a)
with an apparent Néel wall separating them (b).
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7.4.1 Multilayer Nanowires
The most feasible solution to this problem is believed to be multilayer nanowires,
composed of alternating segments of Galfenol and a nonmagnetic material. These
wires can be grown in the usual templates to have the same overall dimensions
and mechanical performance, but should have a reduced anisotropy in each mag-
netostrictive segment. In theory, the effect these structures have on the magneti-
zation profile should be equivalent to the shearing that results from the reduced
aspect ratio of the Galfenol from Figure 7.19. This increases the probability of
measuring a net magnetization change from the wire, as each small layer can poten-
tially be rotated by stress away from the uniaxial condition. There are numerous
studies [135, 12, 114, 86, 94, 84] looking to take advantage of multilayer magnetic
nanowires due to the large variety of shapes that can be configured, ranging from
thin in plane discs [43, 112, 136] to complex vortex states [124, 99]. In all of these
examples however, the activation mechanism is externally applied field rather than
the unique magnetoelastic coupling investigated in this work.
In the interests of the artificial cilia sensors, some shape anisotropy is desirable
because it allows the wires to be close to saturation to maximize the rotation ability
of compressive stress without requiring an external magnetic bias field, the applica-
tion of which is still unwieldy in these devices. Based upon the modeling results, an
aspect ratio between 5 and 10 is initially targeted. Another key consideration is that
the maximum stress in a bending cantilever occurs at the base, so in reality only
the first segment needs to be Galfenol [64] and the rest of the wire can be chosen
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from whatever material best interfaces structurally and has the desired mechanical
properties. Ironically, this is essentially the exact inverse of the current samples that
have a copper segment of moderate aspect ratio at the base and Galfenol from there
outward.
With these ideas in mind, one batch of multilayer FeGa/Cu nanowires was
received from Minnesota. The intent was to place them in the MFM and identify
the alternating segments of the two materials, similar to how the copper end segment
was found in Figure 6.22. However, initial inspection in the SEM found that the
wire clusters were predominantly covered in an insulator layer believed to be rubber
cement, so the sample was baked at 200◦C for 20 minutes to try and remove this
material after conventional solvents such as acetone failed to. Figure 7.21 reveals
that some of the wires turned out to be free enough to scan with the MFM, although
the nanowires themselves appear particularly non-uniform.
7.4.2 MFM Results
The magnetic phase images generated with MFM appear rather different than
anticipated. The expectation was that there would be Galfenol segments with op-
posing bright and dark spots that alternate with sections of copper showing no
phase response. Figure 7.22 shows that the vast majority of the nanowires appear
to be nonmagnetic, with only a scattering of points with phase contrast. Inter-
estingly, every spot identified appears dark with no corresponding bright point to




Figure 7.21: Images of the multilayer nanowires after baking the sample
to remove the insulating compound used during fabrication. Some wires
still appear to be covered (a) but those protruding from the edge are
accessible. In some other areas the wires have a terrible surface finish
thought to be excessive oxidation within the furnace (b).
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that is magnetized downward into the silicon wafer. As the aspect ratios of these
magnetic segments are ≈ 1 rather than the sought after ≈ 5, this configuration has
the advantage of very little shape anisotropy which allows for the magnetization
to be non-axial. Due to this combination of low shape anisotropy and uniformly
dark spots in the MFM results, it is believed that the stray field of the MFM probe
itself is perturbing the magnetization of the Galfenol pieces to align parallel to the
tip [149, 138], downward into the page in agreement with the phase image.
In order to investigate this further, MFM scans were performed with a dc
magnetic field applied to rotate the magnetization as desired. If the small Galfenol
sections along the nanowire behave as expected, they should each align with the
applied field even if it is oriented perpendicular to the nanowire axis. The application
of field during MFM operation was made possible by incorporating a magnetic flux
path driven by a wound wire solenoid. This apparatus was borrowed from Supratik
Datta who originally constructed it from low carbon steel for applying field during
four-point bending tests [36]. New pole pieces were machined to better concentrate
the field across the MFM samples, allowing for up to 600 Oe to be applied in the
air gap, limited only by thermal concerns. Figure 7.23 displays a picture of this
configuration.
Figure 7.24 shows the MFM phase images from two multilayer FeGa/Cu
nanowires with the magnetic field directed perpendicular to their axes. In each
result, there is a distinct bright and dark pair oriented with the field at each small
Galfenol piece and no contrast elsewhere. For the results presented in Figure 7.25,




Figure 7.22: MFM amplitude (a) and phase (b) scans from a group of
multilayer FeGa/Cu nanowires. The dark points each likely represent a
small Galfenol segment magnetized into the page.
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Figure 7.23: Photograph of the magnetic flux path apparatus used to ap-
ply directional magnetic fields to MFM samples during operation. The
nanowires are deposited on the silicon wafer atop the central brass cylin-
ders, where the field in the air gap between the pole pieces can easily
reach 600 Oe. During operation the MFM scanner head has just enough
clearance to contact the sample surface prior to bumping the flux path.
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tions. While the first plot is not as visually sharp as the second, it is established that
the domain structure flips in response to the change in field. These images verify
that by reducing the shape anisotropy with multilayer wires, the magnetization is
capable of rotating in any direction and thus providing transduction for cilia sensor
applications.
7.5 Actuator Performance
An interesting prospect based upon the Galfenol segments successfully aligning
with an external magnetic field is making use of the direct magnetostriction effect
where the sample strains as the magnetization changes from the perpendicular to
parallel states. While the nanowires are predominantly copper, the magnetization
processes in the each small Galfenol layer should still result in an overall change
in length. Unfortunately the magnitude of this strain is dependent on the nominal
length of magnetostrictive material, which based upon the previous MFM results is
likely to be around 5 µm at best. Assuming that the magnetostriction follows the
same ≈ 300 ppm measured in bulk single crystals, the maximum length change of
these multilayer nanowires should only be approximately δl = λ100 l = 1.5 nm.
In future work the composition of the multilayer nanowires can be improved
upon to have a much larger presence of Galfenol and therefore a greater expected
strain response. For the interests of this work however, it was still deemed worth-
while to attempt measuring the magnetostrictive strain in order to present the




Figure 7.24: MFM phase plots from two multilayer nanowires with 600
Oe applied perpendicular to the wire axes. In each case, there is a
clear bright and dark pair aligned with the field, verifying that with the
reduced shape anisotropy the Galfenol magnetization is able to rotate




Figure 7.25: MFM phase plots from a multilayer nanowire with 600 Oe
of field applied along in its axis in both directions. Although the data
is not as sharp in (a), the domain does flip between these two extremes
due to external field. These results combined with the possibility for
perpendicular magnetization bode well for the nanowire transduction.
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nanostructures.
There are a number of constraints that limit the available means of observing
this length change. The most obvious is that features on this scale are quite difficult
to capture even with the AFM or SEM. In order to have adequate resolution the
image must be zoomed in substantially, but in doing so there is no fixed frame of
reference and any apparent motion could be attributed to simple image drift. It
also has been firmly established that applying large magnetic fields within the SEM
chamber is itself a difficult problem, and this eliminates that instrument as a means
of strain measurement. In the AFM, field application can be carried out using the
above apparatus, but capturing any length change is problematic due to the slow
scan rate, potential shift from field-scanner interactions, and noise.
In the end, the following procedure was used to scan for any actuation strain
caused by nanowire magnetostriction. A long isolated nanowire was found in the
SEM and an EBID weld was performed at one end to firmly attach it to the sil-
icon [52]. The sample was then placed within the AFM with the external mag-
netic field apparatus. The 600 Oe dc field was applied perpendicular to the desired
nanowire in order to magnetize the Galfenol segments normal to the wire axis for
the initial condition. The field was shut off and the sample was rotated 90◦ so that
when the field is again switched on it will be aligned along the nanowire axis. Once
prepared, the AFM was engaged onto the desired nanowire using a nonmagnetic
FESP model cantilever. After locating the free end of the wire, the scan size was
reduced to the order of 100 nm so the trace lines clearly reveal the large jump in
height as the tip scans from the silicon wafer onto the end of the wire. At this
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scale, if the wire were to strain due to magnetostriction, the point at which this
jump occurs should shift slightly outward due to the fixed weld constraint at the
opposite wire end. Therefore, after scanning a portion of the wire edge without the
field applied, the current amplifier is turned on to magnetize the wire axially and
any changes in the AFM profile should be apparent.
This experiment was conducted on a multilayer wire that had a few Galfenol
segments along the length. Imaging the abrupt ≈ 100 nm step from the silicon onto
the nanowire was not as clear as hoped, likely the result of oxidation forming all
around the base of the wire. Figure 7.26 shows that the large amounts of copper
in these samples prompted substantial growth after days of air exposure. While
the nanowire used in this test did not appear to have this problem, at the scale
of interest it is quite likely that corrosion made some contribution toward not see-
ing a perfectly vertical wall in the AFM traces. The other contributor would be
the geometry of the AFM tip and the inherent inability to resolve purely vertical
structures at all but a select few scan angles. Figure 7.27 plots the height scan lines
taken before and after the magnetic field was turned on, and it is clear that the data
appears unchanged. This result was expected considering the very small amount of
length change that the little amount of Galfenol would provide, but it still reveals
other causes for concern. The noise in the AFM data is substantially larger than is
normally observed, and there appears to be some periodicity. Analysis has revealed
that 60 Hz noise in the current amplifier, and thus magnetic field, is likely to blame.
Although great care was taken to ensure that the AFM probe and sample mounting
components were nonmagnetic, even small motions of the magnetic flux path could
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induce base vibrations that corrupt the AFM signal quality. Even with this error
however, this experimental approach should be adequate for the observation of the
10 nm of nanowire magnetostriction that could easily be produced from advanced
nanowire samples. It is intended that this method be used in conjunction with





Figure 7.26: MFM amplitude scans of a multilayer FeGa/Cu nanowire,
with (b) captured a week after (a). Due to the prolonged air exposure,
it is believed that the copper oxidized rapidly and formed a substan-
tial growth around the sample, limiting the effectiveness of the MFM
procedure.
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Figure 7.27: Plot of successive AFM scan lines at the free end of a multi-
layer wire, recorded before and after the 600 Oe axial field was switched
on. If there was an appreciable change in length due to magnetostriction,
the red trace should appear shifted to the left. This data is inconclusive
due to the very small strain expected and the presence of noise likely
caused by the amplifier driving the magnetic field, but the methodology




8.1 Summary of Research
This project was motivated by the prospect of using magnetostrictive Galfenol
nanowires to mimic the sensing capabilities and mechanical robustness of biological
cilia. This iron-gallium alloy presents a unique combination of magnetostrictive and
structural properties that should allow for large deflections in cantilevered nanowires
that create stress induced changes in magnetization. Considering the lack of research
into this specific topic, the problem was approached in several distinct steps that
each contributed to greater understanding. The overall objectives of this research
were to: investigate sensing magnetostriction in bending Galfenol beams both ex-
perimentally and analytically, develop an experimental methodology to enable the
study of these properties at the nanowire scale, and perform characterization exper-
iments that prove the feasibility of implementing Galfenol nanowires in the artificial
cilia role. The key results of how each chapter worked toward these goals are sum-
marized below.
Chapter 2 detailed the proof-of-concept experiments intended to verify the
existence of an appreciable magnetostrictive response in bending Galfenol beams
despite the presence of equal and opposite stresses within the sample. The tests
were conducted on several samples of varying composition and dimension, with the
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greatest response being measured from a single crystal beam of Fe84Ga16 that was
32.7 mm long and 1.58 mm in diameter. A significant contribution from these
experiments was the demonstration that the magnetostrictive response manifests as
a rectified version of the beam vibration due to the dominance of the compressive side
of the sample. In addition, this magnetic output can be successfully and equivalently
measured with both the traditional pickup coil as well as commercial GMR sensors
that are intended for use in the nanowire devices.
In Chapter 3, the origin of the asymmetry in the beam response was investi-
gated analytically. Beginning with the mechanical deflections and stresses derived
from Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, these results were input into the constitutive
magnetostriction model using non-constant coefficients. In order to properly simu-
late the effect of tensile stress in these beams, a set of experiments were conducted to
fill out the data that had previously been collected only in compression. The result
of this method was solid agreement between the model and the data, and an under-
standing of how despite the point of optimum sensitivity shifting during loading, the
average magnetic induction is surprisingly consistent. In order to have an analytical
framework that was more flexible for studying nanowires as well as bulk samples,
the constitutive magnetostriction model was replaced with a more robust formula-
tion from the literature. After reviewing some of the existing magneto-mechanical
models, the Armstrong approach based upon a free energy summation was deemed
the best starting point for this work. The implementation was greatly improved and
the results once again agree very well with the measured data.
Chapter 4 begins the transition to studying Galfenol nanowires. In order for it
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to be conducted in a familiar and straightforward manner, this research required a
means of interacting with samples ranging from dense nanowire arrays surrounded
by alumina to individual wires suspended in alcohol solution. Based heavily off of a
design made by Dr. Ruoff’s group, a nanomanipulator stage was constructed that
consists of two fine positioning stages each capable of mounting nanowires, AFM
probes, and GMR sensors. A piezoelectric bimorph provides dynamic excitation,
while the individual stepper motors allow for a positional resolution of 12 nm in all
three directions. By sitting entirely within the sample chamber of the SEM, some
important capabilities were able to be visualized, such as attaching wires with EBID
nano-welding, exciting cantilevered specimens at resonance, and bending isolated
samples with large deflections.
The mechanical behavior of Galfenol nanowires was presented in Chapter 5.
The primary results were found to include great nanowire flexibility, wholly elastic
behavior, significant improvement in ultimate strength, no change due to applied
magnetic field, and estimates of the Young’s modulus for modeling purposes. Most of
these traits were measured with quasi-static tensile testing, where nanowires were
suspended between two opposing AFM tips that were slowly pulled apart, with
stress and strain data compiled directly from micrograph analysis. In addition to
the mechanical data itself, some of the most important results of this work were
the numerous troubleshooting steps taken to confirm the accuracy of this technique.
Various sources of error including the AFM stiffness, misalignment, and EBID weld
effects were identified and improved upon, and this tensile procedure was further
validated by obtaining data from MWCNT’s as a benchmark. Resonance testing
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was also performed, which directly prompted a full analysis of the composition of
the nanowire samples using EDS. These results provided substantial feedback to the
University of Minnesota and allowed them to improve upon their fabrication process.
The final result is that in nanowires with a desired gallium content of near 16%,
there is a [110] texture with a 160 GPa modulus, in agreement with expectations.
Chapter 6 focused on the magnetic domain structure of the Galfenol nanowires.
The theory introduced previously is augmented with micromagnetic considerations
such as the exchange coupling and the demagnetization energy. An energy balance
between these terms provides an estimation of the critical radius below which the
nanowires will remain a single axial domain, the results of which suggest that this
configuration will be present in all but a few nanowires with extreme geometries.
An FEM simulation corroborates this assumption. The experimental observation of
the nanowire domain structures was conducted primarily with MFM, and the phase
image results agree well with the predictions that each wire is a single magnetic do-
main with magnetization oriented along the axis. This technique also provided some
interesting results that suggest a series of crystallographic defects or grain bound-
aries along the length of many nanowires, but not enough to cause deviation from
the single axial domain. Lorentz TEM was employed as a secondary experimental
method to corroborate the MFM results.
In Chapter 7, many of the various experimental tools described previously are
combined to investigate the coupling between the mechanical and magnetic states
of the nanowires. Novel experiments were carried out that statically bent Galfenol
nanowires throughout an MFM scan in order to observe any stress induced changes
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to the magnetic domain structure. Mechanically, these tests identified several more
sources of oxidation and fracture, and the magnetic images appeared unchanged due
to the overbearing shape anisotropy in the pure Galfenol wires. Dynamic testing
was initiated that consisted of attaching a dense array of cantilevered nanowires
onto a magnetic field sensor and exciting the entire structure at high frequency
with the nanomanipulator. Due to the numerous known obstacles the results of
these tests were inconclusive, but it was verified that the GMR sensor is capable
of detecting nanowire fields. The final sections of this chapter outlined the best
approach toward improving the transduction capabilities of the nanowires. Samples
with multilayers of Galfenol and copper were found to have a sufficiently reduced
shape anisotropy to allow for complete magnetization rotation in each magnetic
segment. An experiment was presented that will provide a means of measuring
actuation strain from a magnetostrictive sample as the nanowire fabrication and
integration continue to advance.
8.2 Key Contributions
• Experimentally demonstrated that Galfenol can be used as an active sensing
material when loaded in static and dynamic bending, in spite of the anti-
symmetric stress distribution. This result promotes the idea of incorporating
Galfenol alloys in smart structures without the need for a thin film, substrate
layer, or prestress mechanism.
• Established that GMR sensors make a reliable alternative for measuring the
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magnetic response of conventional magnetostrictive devices. In bending beam
samples where the magnetization varies spatially, it has been shown that these
sensors detect the volume average of magnetic induction with little sensitivity
to GMR placement.
• Made the first measurements of sensing magnetostriction from hot-rolled sheets
of polycrystalline Galfenol. This result holds a lot of promise for using thin
patches of Galfenol in numerous smart structures applications as the deforma-
tion processing becomes more refined.
• Combined beam theory with existing magneto-mechanical transduction mod-
els to analytically confirm the source of the large rectified magnetic induction
response within a bending magnetostrictive beam. Demonstrated the flexi-
bility of using this modeling approach for simulating both bulk samples and
individual nanowires.
• Designed and constructed a platform that allows for the characterization of
nanostructures using traditional mechanical testing techniques. The demon-
strated functionality of this nanomanipulator includes high spatial resolution,
dynamic actuation, nano-welding capabilities, and magnetic sensor attach-
ment.
• Developed an experimental process to study the relevant mechanical properties
of Galfenol nanowires, and provided an estimation of these values from vari-
ous samples. Uncovered challenges that were unforeseen from the macroscale
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research, and substantially improved the level of interaction with the nanowire
arrays and the accuracy of the measurement techniques.
• Showed an agreement between micromagnetic theory, FEM modeling, and
experimental observation that Galfenol nanowires form a single axial domain
in their equilibrium state. Presented scenarios strongly suggesting that there
are a multitude of crystallographic defects and compositional errors along the
length of the wires, results that greatly aided the fabrication research at the
University of Minnesota.
• Conducted a novel experiment that made use of both nanomanipulation and
MFM to investigate the coupling between the magnetic domain structure and
the bending stress in individual Galfenol nanowires. Confirmed suspicions that
the shape anisotropy dominates the energy and prohibits transduction in wires
composed entirely of magnetic material. Proved that despite this issue, the
GMR sensors are capable of detecting stray field from translating nanowires
in close proximity.
• Improved upon the original configuration with multilayer wires of Galfenol
and copper. Demonstrated the reduced anisotropy by observing magnetization
rotation due to an externally applied directional magnetic field. Segued this
result into an experiment to measure actuation strain in an attempt to capture
the first evidence of nanowire magnetostriction.
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8.3 Future Work Suggestions
Overall, the results of this research have substantially advanced the knowledge
base of bending magnetostriction and the properties of Galfenol nanowires. There
have also been significant gains in the understanding of microscopy and manipulation
techniques and the inherent challenges of nanoscale experimentation. It is hoped
that this work leaves future researchers much better prepared for the continuing
study of magnetic nanostructures or branching off on other related projects. That
said, there are a number of areas covered in this dissertation that merit further
investigation to improve the potential for using Galfenol nanowires as artificial cilia.
The design and capabilities of the nanomanipulator can be enhanced with
some additional focus. Incorporating a rotational degree-of-freedom should improve
the ease with which nanowires can be accessed and extracted from arrays, not to
mention alleviating the concerns of seeing only a projection of a nanowire’s true
length. The wiring can be improved in order to minimize charging issues. While
the EBID technique easily allows for all manner of objects to become attached
to one another, the manipulator currently lacks a means of cutting or separating
nanowires other than forcibly breaking them. Developing a technique for precisely
cutting nanostructures would be a substantial boost to the capabilities of the device.
In the long term, it would be ideal to have the manipulator become a permanent
fixture within the SEM that did not impede normal loading and operation.
In the interests of more rigorously measuring the nanowire mechanical proper-
ties, a full statistical study could be conducted of the Young’s modulus and ultimate
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tensile strength across samples of varying size and composition. In conjunction with
more regular chemical analysis, these results would provide an excellent basis for
identifying the optimum nanowire configuration for any targeted application.
One of the most substantial improvements would be integrating the nanowire
arrays and the GMR magnetic field sensors prior to fabrication. The attachment of
the nanowires onto the various sensors employed in this work was the single biggest
cause of frustration and the source of the largest errors. The attachment of the
aluminum template onto the GMR resistor prior to anodization and electrochemical
deposition should be limited only by the reactivity of the GMR element to the
various chemicals used later in the sequence. Once a sensor is made with cantilevered
Galfenol nanowires directly on it, the first experiment to conduct should be exciting
the entire structure with the piezoelectric bimorph and comparing the magnetic
response to the amplitude of vibration. This type of test can directly correlate to
sensing flow, vibration, etc., and the lack of successful implementation of this in this
dissertation is most regrettable.
The results from the multilayer wires also suggest some immediate future work.
With evidence that the shorter Galfenol segments can rotate into arbitrary orien-
tations, repeating the static bending experiments outlined in Section 7.2 on these
samples should allow for the direct observation of the stress-induced effect on the
magnetic domain structure. This task may require the acquisition of a new batch of
nanowires however, as the current multilayer samples are known to heavily oxidize
in a manner that greatly limits the application of bending loads.
The experiment designed to measure actuation magnetostriction could also be
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improved. From the initial results it is apparent that better isolation of the sample
and magnetic flux path might reduce vibration and noise, while generating a cleaner
dc current for the solenoid would also help in this regard. There also is room for
acquiring AFM probes with special tip geometry in order to allow for proper imaging
of the vertical face of the nanowire end.
In parallel to all of this, there is room for modification in the fabrication and
handling of the nanowires themselves. Continuing with multilayer samples might
be a good course of action, but the challenges of growing segments of specific aspect
ratio while maintaining the desirable composition need to be further investigated.
In addition, the results of this work suggest that copper is perhaps not the ideal
nonmagnetic material to combine with Galfenol. It may be worth researching if there
is a better alternative with a matching lattice parameter that improves the strength
at the material interface. One promising idea is to sandwich a thin (5 - 10 nm)
layer of nickel between the Galfenol and copper segments, as it interfaces quite well
with both materials and would have a negligible contribution to the magnetization.
This would also be very easy to implement as nickel is a commonly used element in
electrochemical deposition. In summary, it is concluded that the nanowire structure
that optimizes sensing performance will consist of a Galfenol segment with aspect
ratio of close to 5, with a thin nickel layer strengthening the transition to copper,
which can extend from there outward to achieve the desired flexibility. Due to the
customization available, it is believed that the specific geometry will vary based
upon the different applications of the artificial cilia sensors.
Corresponding to the multilayer fabrication, there are still general concerns
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with regards to excessive nanowire oxidation. While it might be possible to avoid
all air exposure when manufacturing completely packaged cilia sensors, it is not
practical at the current characterization level. It is believed that a combination of
minor changes will sum up to alleviate this problem in most instances. By better
integrating the nanowires with the GMR sensors, there will be far less need for
fiddling with them and exposing them to air and other adhesives. Replacing the
copper with a material that does not oxidize as rapidly would help, as would adding
trace elements that promote corrosion resistance. Using the Lorentz TEM rather
than the MFM for magnetically imaging critical samples might also be worthwhile.
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